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Abstract
Understanding the engineering principles of failure modes in rock formations from seismic
activity continues to be a challenging problem for engineers and geologists. The complexity of
the geology, geometry, discontinuities, and earthquake ground motions contribute to the
difficulty in estimating the stability of rock slopes. In this study, one classic rock slope failure
mode is examined: the toppling behavior of a single rigid rectangular block under dynamic
loading. An investigation employing experimental and numerical modeling techniques was
performed to observe the response of wooden blocks with different aspect (width/height) ratios
subjected to loading at the base and compared to established theoretical methods that use
pseudostatic loads applied at the centroid. The physical experiments were conducted using a
shake table with a data acquisition system consisting of accelerometers and a high-speed video
camera. Because the shake table is a newly acquired research tool, a large component of the
experimental program involved developing multiple calibration tests validated with mechanical
engineering theory to verify the performance of the testing equipment and the experimental data.
The link between the two loading scenarios (base and centroid) applied to the toppling block was
accomplished using numerical modeling, with the simulations performed using Itasca’s
two-dimensional distinct element software UDEC. Results from the shake table and centroid
loading scenario using UDEC matched theory. This study demonstrates the significance of
understanding the fundamental rocking behavior of rigid blocks to better assess complicated
toppling failures due to dynamic forces.

Keywords: shake table, distinct element models, rigid blocks, toppling, rocking motion, seismic,
base excitations, rock slope, failure modes, dynamic loading, numerical modeling
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1. Introduction
Evaluating the stability of a rock slope often requires dissecting the problem into
fundamental concepts. Determining the type of rock failure, whether plane sliding, wedge
sliding, or toppling, allows for the application of proper analysis methods. Under static
conditions, the stability of rock slopes is better understood and a variety of analysis methods are
available such as rock mass classification, stereonets, kinematic analysis, and limit
equilibrium-based equations.
The behavior of rock slopes under seismic loading is more complicated and less well
understood. The stability of a rock slope depends on but is not limited to the rock type, geometry,
discontinuities, weathering, groundwater, surcharge conditions, and dynamic loading. These
conditions may be present simply and uniformly, or there may be complex settings depending on
the heterogeneity of the rock slope. Methods for assessing
slope stability or performance during earthquakes have
evolved steadily since the early twentieth century, and
generally fall into three categories: 1. pseudostatic analysis
(Terzaghi, 1950); 2. finite element and finite difference
modeling, a type of stress-deformation analysis
(Clough, 1960; Clough and Chopra, 1966); and
3. permanent-displacement analysis (Newmark, 1965).
Figure 1 contains an example for each category
introduced. For sliding, the pseudostatic (rigid
block) analysis method is oversimplified for the
intricacies in rock slope stability, but it is a good

Figure 1: Slope stability analysis:
a. pseudostatic analysis, b. finite element
modeling, c. permanent-displacement analysis
(Jibson, 2011)
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starting point when other information is lacking. Naturally, with the practice of any analysis
method, each of these techniques has their advantages and limitations depending on slope
conditions and application requirements.
For seismically induced toppling failures, the most fundamental and highly studied
concept is that of a freestanding rigid block resting on a perfectly rigid horizontal plane,
subjected to an idealized ground acceleration acting parallel to the plane. Early references cited
in the literature date back to 1885. Using examples of inverted pendulums, Housner (1963) was
able to derive a systematic analytical approach to the study of the rocking response of a rigid
body. Owing to the highly nonlinear nature of the problem, due to frictional forces and block
impact with the base, a variety of rocking response modes can exist even when the input
excitation is relatively simple (Tso & Wong, 1989). Before instrumentation had been developed
to record strong ground motions, procedures were proposed to estimate the intensity of ground
shaking from its observed effects on tombstones and monumental columns, whether they
overturned or remained standing (Yim et al., 1980). The most common procedure used to
estimate the “seismic intensity” at a site, derived from the equations of statics, is to assume that
the peak acceleration was larger than the breadth-height ratio of an overturned body multiplied
by the gravitational acceleration (Ishiyama, 1980).
Considering the various characteristics and scenarios that contribute to rock slope
instabilities and methods to analyze them, it becomes easy to overlook the fundamental behavior.
The purpose of this study is to investigate and verify the basic principles of the toppling behavior
of a rigid block. Therefore, a basic example of a rigid block on a flat surface is used to estimate
the magnitude of the onset toppling acceleration required to initiate toppling.

3
A simple experimental test plan modeled after the classical overturned tombstone and
peak ground acceleration relationship was created consisting of three wooden blocks of known
dimensions and mass. The blocks were individually placed on a unidirectional shake table and a
range of accelerations, in the form of a pulse, were applied. The range of onset toppling
accelerations for each block was identified using accelerometers mounted on the shake table, and
a high-speed camera recorded images and video of the experiments. Data from the
instrumentation were sent to a data acquisition system (DAQ) and was processed using a
MATLAB script developed specifically for the project. The range of accelerations obtained from
the shake table experiments was compared to pseudostatic accelerations derived from static
equilibrium force and moment equations. In a parallel component of the study, block information
was used to develop models using the two-dimensional, 6.0 version of the Universal Distinct
Element Code (UDEC). Finally, experimental and numerical results of the onset toppling
accelerations obtain from each methodology were compared and discussed.
The purpose of this study is twofold: 1. to investigate the range of the onset toppling
acceleration of a rigid block starting at rest experimentally using a shake table and numerically
using distinct element methods (DEM); and 2. to quantitatively compare two loading scenarios,
one applied at the base of the block representing realistic earthquake base excitations and the
other corresponding to traditional slope stability analysis with centroid loading. It is anticipated
that the results of this study will allow engineers and geologists to be more confident regarding
the results obtained from various slope stability analyses. The combination of analytical,
experimental, and professional judgment with the understanding of complex geology provides a
framework in which all of the most critical factors can be accounted for in earthquake
engineering designs.
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2. Background: Earthquake Ground Motions & Seismic Slope Stability
The earliest earthquake for which descriptive information was collected occurred in
China in 1177 B.C., while Europeans mentioned them as early as 580 B.C. (USGS, 2019). Even
though earthquake phenomena had been established, it was not until the mid 19th century that
the roles of soil or rock type were considered in terms of their contribution to the magnitude and
pattern of ground motions. Following damaging earthquakes in the early 1960’s and the
increasing development of slope stability analysis, the field of geotechnical earthquake
engineering grew rapidly. Although much remains to be learned and understood, the field has
matured to the point where generally accepted theories and analytical procedures now exist for
many important problems (Kramer, 1996). Additionally, with high quality instrumentation, the
recording of strong earthquake ground motion provides the basic data for earthquake engineering
and the growing database has facilitated development of appropriate methods of rational hazard
assessment and seismic design (National Research Council, 1982).
To understand the conceptually simple problem of rigid block motion, more than just the
analytical derivation needs to be explored. This chapter begins with a short overview of
earthquake ground motions and the effects of geology on ground motions. It then briefly
summarizes the development of seismic slope stability analysis focusing on the toppling mode of
failure.

2.1.

Earthquake Ground Motions

Ground motions produced by earthquakes are erratic and can be difficult to characterize.
They are propagating vibrations that carry energy from the source of the shaking outward in all
directions. To simplify analysis, the vibrations are often represented as harmonic waves. For
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engineering purposes, three characteristics of earthquake motion are of primary significance:
1. amplitude, 2. frequency content, and 3. duration of the motion (Kramer, 1996).
2.1.1. Types of Seismic Waves
Earthquakes radiate seismic energy as both body and surface waves. Traveling through
the interior of the earth, body waves arrive before the surface waves. Body waves are of a higher
frequency and are classified as either compressional (P-waves) or transverse shear (S-waves).
Surface waves, known as Love and Rayleigh waves, are of a lower frequency. Figure 2 shows
the characteristics of all four seismic waves; note that S-waves can have both vertical and
horizontal components.

Figure 2: Types of seismic waves in earthquake ground motions
(“Which seismic wave is the most dangerous? Why?,” 2018)

2.1.2. Amplitude, Frequency, and Duration of Motion
Earthquake ground motions are multifaceted and there is not a single parameter that can
be used to characterize them. The ground motion is often represented as a simple harmonic
function as shown in Figure 3. Kramer (1996) shows that by differentiating the function of a
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simple harmonic displacement equation (Eqn. 1) once and twice with respect to time, both
velocity (Eqn. 2) and acceleration (Eqn. 3) expressions can be produced.

Figure 3: General form of simple harmonic displacement function (Kramer, 1996)

u(𝑡) = 𝐴𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜔𝑡 + 𝜑)
𝑑𝑢
= 𝜔𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜔𝑡 + 𝜑)
𝑑𝑡

(2)

𝑑2𝑢
= −𝜔2 𝐴𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜔𝑡 + 𝜑) = −𝜔2 𝑢
𝑑𝑡 2

(3)

u̇(𝑡) =

ü(𝑡) =

(1)

where A is amplitude, T is the period, 1/T is the frequency, ω is the circular frequency, t is time,
and φ is the phase angle. Similarly, u̇ and u may be derived from acceleration time histories by
integrating.
The peak horizontal acceleration (PHA) is the most commonly used measure of the
amplitude of a particular ground motion. The PHA for a given component of motion is simply
the largest (absolute) value of horizontal acceleration obtained from the accelerogram of that
component (Kramer, 1996). Vertical accelerations have received less attention in earthquake
engineering than horizontal accelerations, primarily because the margins of safety against
gravity-induced static vertical forces in constructed works usually provide adequate resistance to
dynamic forces induced by vertical accelerations during earthquakes (Kramer, 1996).
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Regardless, a general rule of thumb has been used where the peak vertical acceleration (PVA) is
assumed to be two-thirds of the PHA (Newmark & Hall, 1982).
Earthquakes produce complicated vibrations with components of motion that span a
broad range of frequencies. Frequency is defined as the number of occurrences of a repeating
event per unit of time. As seismic waves travel away from a fault, their higher-frequency
components are scattered and absorbed more rapidly than are their lower-frequency components
(Vallejo & Ferrer, 2011). This also means that the frequency content changes with distance.
Additionally, frequencies may change pending on the soil or rock type present, as described in
Section 2.2.
Figure 4 shows the strong motion record for the north-south component data from the
May 18, 1940, earthquake in El Centro, California. The acceleration data shown in part “a” was
obtained from a strong motion accelerograph and the velocity and displacement profiles were
derived through integration. The El Centro record is typical of a nearly periodic response of
moderately low intensity combined with one very large displacement peak. It is noted that the
highest intensity peaks of acceleration have a relatively short period or a relatively high
frequency. The most important peaks in the velocity, however, have a longer period, which
corresponds to a lower frequency, and the important peaks in the ground displacement have an
even longer period (Newmark, 1965).
The duration of strong ground motion increases with increasing earthquake magnitude
and decreases with distance from the source. The total duration and the total number of ‘spikes’
or peaks of velocity, and the reversals of velocity, are of importance in determining the response
of a structure (Newmark, 1965).
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Figure 4: Relation between acceleration, velocity, and displacement vs. time of strong ground motion data
from El Centro, California earthquake on May 18, 1940 (Newmark, 1965)

2.2.

Effects of Geology on Ground Motions

Soil and rock conditions significantly contribute to the overall behavior of earthquake
ground motions. Because heterogeneity and homogeneity of surrounding geology in a
seismically active area can vary in small or large scales, it can be challenging to characterize a
single site based on regional seismic hazard maps. Earthquakes generate larger shear waves than
compressional waves and much of the damage close to an earthquake is the result of strong
shaking caused by shear waves. Understanding the physical properties of geologic materials
present at a site, particularly their shear strength, along with the surrounding geology, the
response to earthquake ground motions can be better anticipated and incorporated into designs.
The strength and duration of ground shaking depends on the magnitude and location of
the earthquake and physical characteristics of the site. Soil deposits tend to act as "filters" to
seismic waves by attenuating motion at certain frequencies and amplifying it at others
(Gohil, Solanki, & Desai, 2010). Since soil conditions have the potential to vary dramatically,
both vertically and laterally, levels of ground shaking can also vary significantly. Common
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failures associated with ground shaking in areas with soil include liquefaction, lateral spreading,
settlement, piping, and landslides.
One of the most critical geologic conditions existing at some sites is a relatively soft
sedimentary deposit with large thickness and lateral extents. When such a soil deposit is set in
motion at its contact with bedrock, there is a tendency for the resultant motions of the soil to
reflect the natural frequency of the sedimentary basin. This has the effect of increasing the
magnitude of surface displacements and velocities, and would likely generate a larger ground
motion than solid bedrock (Newmark, 1965). An example of such a geologic effect exists in
Mexico City and was most notably seen on September 19, 1985, when a moment magnitude 8.0
earthquake struck the region. Figure 5 shows that the western part of Mexico City is underlain by
rock and hard soil deposits, while the eastern part of the city is underlain by soft clay, silt, and
sand filling the former lake bed (Seed, Idriss, & Dezfulian, 1987). The most damage occurred in
regions of soft clay with great depths, damaging structures with heights ranging from
6 to 18 stories whose natural period resonated with the amplified long period waves.

Figure 5: East-west geologic profile showing variation between hard and soft/loose formations of the basin
of Mexico City (Seed et al., 1987)
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Weak ground shaking typically initiates four types of internally disrupted landslides: rock
falls, rock slides, soil falls, and disrupted soil slides. Stronger shaking impacts more coherent,
deeper-seated slides, while shaking that is still stronger induces lateral spreads and flows. The
strongest shaking is probably required for very highly disrupted rock avalanches and soil
avalanches (Keefer, 1984).
Data from 40 historical worldwide earthquakes were studied to determine the
characteristics, geologic environments, and hazards of landslides caused by seismic events
(Keefer, 1984). This sample of 40 events was supplemented with intensity data from several
hundred United States earthquakes to study relations between landslide distribution and seismic
parameters. The most abundant of these were rock falls, disrupted soil slides, and rock slides.
The greatest losses of human life were due to rock avalanches, rapid soil flows, and rock falls
(Keefer, 1984).
There is much more information regarding the response of soil during earthquakes than
the response of rock material. But similarly to soils, rock slope dynamic responses are affected
by geomechanical parameters, seismic parameters and slope geometry. Young’s modulus (E),
Poisson’s ratio (ν) and density (ρ) are the basic elastic material parameters that contribute to the
behavior of intact rock during an earthquake. For instance, very solid granites will transmit
energy better than highly weathered and soft rocks found in fault zones. Energy and high
frequencies are dissipated when traveling through soft rock (USGS, 2019). Heavily fractured and
jointed rock masses also absorb earthquake energy.
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2.3.

Failure Modes in Rock Slopes

Goodman and Kieffer (2000) describe a long but not exhaustive list of common failure
styles, highlighting observable characteristics that distinguish one from another. The variety of
geological materials and discontinuities present in rock masses lead to a corresponding variety of
failure modes (as shown in Figure 6) but they generally are classified into several simplified
categories: plane sliding, wedge sliding, or toppling failures (as shown in Figure 7). Block
sliding and toppling is analyzed by studying the equilibrium conditions for each block in the
slope. More complex cases cannot be represented by simple models and cannot be analyzed with
limit equilibrium methods (Vallejo & Ferrer, 2011). For dynamic loads, even the simple case of a
single block can display sliding, toppling, or a combination of sliding and toppling, as shown in
Figure 8, and sustained back-and-forth rocking can also be observed. Most of the studies
performed on rock slopes have been completed under static conditions, therefore, there is a gap
in research regarding the dynamic response of blocky, rock slopes.
Typically, toppling occurs when geologic formations create columns through regular
bedding planes, cleavage, or joints that strike parallel to the slope crest and dip into the rock
mass (Goodman & Bray, 1976). These types of characteristics commonly occur in slates and
schists, in steeply dipping thin-bedded sediments, in columnar-jointed volcanics, and in
regularly-jointed granitics. Toppling mode of failure was not recognized until the 1960’s and has
been less studies than plane and wedge sliding. Goodman and Bray (1976) and Hoek and Bray
(1981) developed an analytical method for straightforward cases and for slopes with schematic
blocks. Although rock slope toppling does not usually produce high velocities, like some rock
slides, if uncontrolled, retrogressive failure can encompass a large volume of rock, with deep
tension cracks and considerable rock breakage (Goodman & Bray, 1976).
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Figure 6: Failure modes of intact, discontinuous, and combination of both in rock slopes (Aydan, 2017)

Figure 7: Simplified rock slope failures: a. plane
sliding; b. wedge sliding; and c. toppling
(Hoek & Bray, 1981)

Figure 8: Dynamics of a single rocking block:
sliding, toppling, and combination of both
(Augusti & Sinopoli, 1992)
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2.4.

Development of Seismic Slope Stability Analysis

Methods for assessing seismic slope stability or performance during earthquakes have
evolved since the early twentieth century, and generally fall into three categories. The earliest
and first category is the pseudostatic analysis for soil, rock, and structures (Terzaghi, 1950). It
has been implemented in standard limit equilibrium-based analysis software such as SLIDE and
SLOPE/W for its straightforward approach in modeling the seismic shaking as a permanent body
force that is added to the force-diagram of a conventional static limit equilibrium analysis. The
second category is fully dynamic stress-deformation analysis accomplished with finite element
(FE) and finite difference (FD) modeling that is applicable for soil, rock, and structures
(Clough, 1960; Clough and Chopra, 1966). It uses a mesh to model deformable systems and
requires a high density of high-quality data and sophisticated soil-constitutive models to predict
the stress-strain behavior of the model. DEM methods are newer methods typically used for rock
material. The third and final category is the permanent-displacement analysis for soil and rock
that models a landslide as a rigid block that slides on an inclined plane (Newmark, 1965). The
block has a known yield or critical acceleration, which is the acceleration, required to overcome
base resistance and initiate sliding, and the permanent displacement is the sum of the
displacement increments that occur during segments of the ground shaking that exceed the
critical acceleration.
Traditional seismic analyses, whether for toppling or sliding, include seismic coefficients
for pseudostatic slope analysis and are used to account for the destabilizing effects of seismic
forces that must be resisted by the slope (Melo & Sharma, 2004). The concept of transforming
dynamic motion to a pseudostatic constant horizontal acceleration that initiates rocking
overshadows the idea that the dynamic behavior of the earthquake can actually assist in
stabilizing tall slender blocks (Housner, 1963). The traditional rocking block analysis has also
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shown an unexpected scaling effect, which makes larger of two geometrically similar blocks
more stable than the smaller block (Housner, 1963). Therefore, it is important to not only use the
rigid block analysis, but also implement other analysis methods that account for the dynamic
earthquake contribution towards loads that may destabilize a stable slope or vice versa.
Figure 9 contains a diagram of the rocking response of a rigid block. The rigid block is
characterized by its weight, W, and its moment of inertia about the pivoting point, I0. The
location of the mass center of the block with respect to the pivotal base points, 0 and 0', is
defined by the distance 𝑅 = √ℎ2 + 𝑏 2 , and the angle α. The displaced position of the block from
its equilibrium position and measured from the horizontal base is represented by the angle θ
(Housner, 1963; Tso & Wong, 1989).

Figure 9: Diagram of rocking rigid block (Housner, 1963)

The derivations of the equations of a rocking block were made assuming no energy loss,
but during real rock motion, a dissipation of energy occurs at the base. Housner (1963) made
further derivations taking into account the incremental decrease in the energy of vibration. He
concluded that for large amplitudes, the energy of vibration decreases rapidly, but for small
oscillations, the energy decreases slowly. Furthermore, Housner (1963) realized that smaller
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accelerations than are specified by the equations he derived may set the block to rocking but will
not overturn it. However, it is possible to overturn the block with smaller accelerations if a
number of pulses act successively. This is the case of earthquake ground accelerations, which
tend to have short periods compared to the rocking periods of structures. Overall, his research
demonstrated that there is an unexpected scaling effect, which makes the larger of two
geometrically similar blocks more stable than the smaller block. It was also shown that the
stability of a tall slender block subjected to earthquake motion is much greater than would be
inferred from its stability against a constant horizontal force. After Housner’s initial investigation
of the rocking behavior of rigid blocks due to seismic loading, research on rock toppling
behaviors increased.
In 1971, Cundall developed the distinct element method, introduced the two-dimensional
Universal Distinct Element Code (UDEC), and provided the numerical modeling platform to
replicate slope stability models. It was intended to simulate the behavior of fractured rocks
around tunnels, excavations, landslides, and was the first member of a family of methods later
given the name “discrete element methods”. The software uses deformable contacts and an
explicit, time-domain solution of the original equations of motion, further described in Chapter 5
(Itasca, 2019).
In 1980, Yim, Chopra, and Penzien investigated the rocking response of rigid blocks
subjected to earthquake ground motions and developed numerical and computational procedures
to solve the nonlinear equations of motion governing the rocking motion of the blocks. Their
results found that the response of the block is very sensitive to small changes in its size and
slenderness ratio and ground motion. A larger ground motion intensity than that required to
overturn a block does not necessarily mean that that same block will overturn.
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In 1981, Bray and Goodman developed the base friction principle, which permits the
replacement of gravity in the plane of a two-dimensional physical model by drag forces acting
along its base. Using the example of a rigid block on an incline plane, they adjusted a chart
showing the kinematic conditions governing the modes of behavior of the block that had
previously been derived by Ashby (1971). Figure 10 shows an example of the conditions for
sliding and toppling of a block on a horizontal plane where the y-axis is the aspect ratio δ (b/h)
of the block and the x-axis is the dip angle α of the inclined surface. Even if the block is on a
horizontal plane, the relationship between the friction angle φ, aspect ratio, and inclination
allows the chart to work because δ = Δx/Δy = tan-1(b/h) and α = tan-1(b/h). When δ < tan α the
center of gravity of the block will lie beyond the pivot point and toppling about this point will
occur (Ashby, 1971). Although a useful tool at the time, base friction models are constant
velocity, and are not a good representation of real conditions in slopes subjected to constant
acceleration (gravity). The chart was later adjusted by others
(Sagaseta, 1986; Aydan et al., 1989; Yeung, 1991) to fully account for dynamics and block
acceleration, shown in Figure 11.

Figure 10: Kinematic conditions for toppling and
sliding in base friction models
(Bray & Goodman, 1981)

Figure 11: Modified kinematic chart for toppling
and sliding (after Yeung, 1991)
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Seismic slope stability analysis developed from the basic aim of estimating a minimum
and maximum level of ground shaking intensities required to effect the stability of freestanding,
slender bodies during strong earthquakes. Despite the apparent simplicity of the problem,
tackling analytically the equations of motion, even for simple waveforms, was not an easy task
due to the nonlinear geometric effects, the non-conservative nature of the impact, and the
exponential character of the response functions (Voyagaki et al., 2013).
Since the early 1980’s, with the improvement of numerical modeling software and
numerous studies that continued analyzing the response of rigid blocks under dynamic
earthquake loading, the once thought to be simple problem remains of interest. As Terzaghi
recognized in 1950, the pseudostatic approach is a crude representation of the complex, transient,
dynamic effects of earthquake shaking by a single constant unidirectional pseudostatic
acceleration (Kramer, 1996). Therefore, it is common for researchers to use a combination of
experimental and numerical models in order to develop better conclusions regarding the over or
under conservatism of traditional slope stability analysis methods for various scenarios. Updated
experimental equipment, such as elaborate shake tables, accelerometers, high-speed cameras,
lasers, and Linear Variable Differential Transformer (LVDT) sensors, to name a few, are readily
available to improve existing research or investigate various problems that have not been
feasible.
The design of the project described in this thesis was prompted from one parametric
study which showed that steady rocking response amplitude is highly sensitive to the size of the
block and the excitation frequency in the low frequency range (Wong & Tso, 1989). Thus, low
frequency base excitations were applied to three different sized wooden blocks. The goal was to
observe the block behavior and have a better understanding of the lowest range of acceleration
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required to ensue initial signs of block instability and develop conclusions regarding the
difference between loading at the base and the centroid. The following chapters explain the
equipment used, experimental procedures, numerical models, and results.
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3. Shake Table Operation and Calibration
The shake table at Montana Tech is a custom-built system with a broad scope of
requirements. The general specifications of the shake table were to have the capability to
produce vibration oscillations from frequencies of 0 – 20 Hz, with a maximum frequency
response between 35 – 40 Hz, and be able to carry a maximum load of approximately 2,000 lbs.
The shake table is driven with a custom LabVIEW software called MT Earthquake Monitor and
National Instruments (NI) hardware data acquisition system (DAQ) that sends a user-defined
voltage profile to the shake table motor controller, initiates high-speed camera recording,
receives instrumentation data through the DAQ, and produces multiple types of data files saved
onto the workstation. This chapter contains descriptions of: 1. initial conditions of the shake table
equipment, software, DAQ, and accelerometers; 2. shake table performance testing and
calibration procedures that were designed and implemented; and 3. issues that were identified
and mitigated.

3.1.

Shake Table

The shake table was custom designed and built for Montana Tech. A Synchronous Servo
Torque Motor connected to a crank arm using a Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) ball joint swivel
drives the shake table. The crank arm is attached to a table rod, which is linked to an aluminum
3-foot by 5-foot by 1-inch-thick table with linear bearings mounted on a steel frame. The motion
of the table is unidirectional (north-south) and purely translational in the horizontal direction. All
motions of the shake table were recorded using single-axis Dytran accelerometers and a
high-speed camera. Figure 12 shows the shake table, servo motor, cooling system, high-speed
camera, breaker panel, and control panel.
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Figure 12: Shake table and labeled components

The displacement of the shake table is directly correlated to the analog voltage inputs
(+/- 10 V) to the shake table system. According to the manufacturer, the maximum load rating
for the table is 2,000 pounds and the stroke length of the motor arm is +/- 6 inches
(which corresponds to +/- 22° on the crank arm). Note that linear and angular accelerations are
directly proportional and the shake table uses a voltage input to create linear displacement.
Figure 13 and Table I show the relationship between rotational and translational quantities
associated with motion along an arc. Note that the tangential acceleration at is associated with the
change in magnitude of velocity, but not its direction. Also note that the translational motion of
the shake table is more complicated because it is connected to the rotating motor arm with
mechanical components.
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Figure 13: Relationship between rotational and translational properties (“College Physics,” 2019)

Table I: Rotational and translational quantities and relationship
Rotational

Translational

Relationship

Angle of rotation, θ

Displacement, x

θ = x/r

Angular velocity, ω

Velocity, v

ω = v/r

Angular acceleration, α

Acceleration, a

α = at/r

where: r = radius of curvature, at = tangential acceleration

3.2.

Shake Table Control Software

The shake table is operated by executing a computer program called MT Earthquake
Monitor, specifically designed for the equipment. The software was developed using the visual
programming language Laboratory Virtual Instrument Engineering Workbench (LabVIEW) and
a multifunction I/O device (PCI-6229) from National Instruments. “LabVIEW is a systems
engineering software for applications that require test, measurement, and control with rapid
access to hardware and data insights” (National Instruments, 2019). “The PCI-6229 provides a
combination of analog I/O, digital I/O, and counter/timer functionality in a single device for
computer-based systems” (National Instruments, 2019).
The MT Earthquake Monitor software outputs an arbitrary waveform on one analog
output (AO) channel to the shake table system, acquires up to 32 channels of input (AI) data at
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800 samples per second (sps) on the DAQ, and acquires images at 340 frames per second (fps)
with a high-speed Basler camera. The shake table system’s design functionality involves
outputting, configuring, and acquiring data, logging data to disk, and displaying data
(Clark, 2016). Figures 14 and 15 show the graphical user interfaces (GUIs) of the software.

Figure 14: LabVIEW software graphical user interface, test execution screen (main screen)

Figure 15: LabVIEW software graphical user interface, configuration screen
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The software controls the shake table system using one of the three configuration
methods known as the set analog out level, sine output, or vibration profile. With the set analog
out level method, the table moves to a position that corresponds to the voltage manually selected
by the user. With the sine output method, the user can choose frequency and amplitude values
while the AO is operating, and once the sine output is applied, the table motion continues
according to the specified sine function until it is manually stopped.
The vibration profile is the most commonly used method of operation. The vibration
profile requires a data input file in the form of a text file (.txt), which consists of a string of
numbers representing voltage values applied over time increments of 1/800 of a second.
Vibration profiles are interpreted by the system as voltage output to be sent to the table. In this
mode, an array of voltage values is output by the digital-to-analog converter (DAC) at a rate of
800 sps. A correlation between voltage and displacement was established to facilitate
development of vibration profiles, further explained in Section 3.3. Because earthquake ground
motions are often recorded or specified as values of acceleration, the process to develop these
profiles typically begins with a desired acceleration, which is integrated twice to obtain position
(displacement), and then a voltage-displacement calibration is applied to identify the
corresponding voltage needed to achieve the desired acceleration. Figure 16 displays the motion
relationships in one-dimension.
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Figure 16: Relationship between acceleration, velocity, and position vs. time (Nave, 1998)

In the Fall of 2018 and Spring of 2019, two electrical engineering students performed an
evaluation of the shake table and developed a program to facilitate this process. The program
uses the relationships shown in Figure 16 to convert from acceleration data, the most common
form in which earthquake ground motions are recorded, to voltage, the format needed for the
vibration profile. They also observed that the shake table displays a resonant peak between
5 and 6 Hz. Their full report is found in Appendix A.

3.3.

Data Acquisition System and Accelerometers

The shake table’s main data acquisition system has 32 channels designed to be
compatible with integrated electronic piezoelectric (IEPE) accelerometers and a high-speed
Basler camera to collect data. The Basler camera acquires images at 340 fps and the software
compiles the images to create a slow-motion video. The camera runs at default settings of
exposure time of 2ms to allow for the full 340fps and does not work well with images with a
high dynamic range or bright spots. The frame rate of the Basler is set only indirectly by
changing related attributes such as exposure time (Clark, 2016).
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The shake table is equipped with four Dytran series 3166 and two series 3202 industrial
accelerometers with mass and sensitivities of 228 grams, 500 mV/g and 160 grams, 100 mV/g,
respectively. In general, a low sensitivity accelerometer (fewer mV/g) is used to measure high
amplitude signals and a high sensitivity accelerometer is used to measure low amplitude signals
(National Instruments, 2019). The accelerometers provided use IEPE technology, ideal for higher
frequencies (above 20 Hz). To accommodate the lower frequency range of the experimental test
plan (below 5 Hz) and allow the use of the accelerometer on block specimens, a small mass
Dytran series 3055 IEPE accelerometer was purchased. The 3055 accelerometer weighs 10
grams and has a sensitivity of 500 mV/g. The series 3202 and series 3166 industrial
accelerometers were mounted on the table while the smaller series 3055 general purpose
accelerometers were mounted on the blocks. Figure 17 shows the three different accelerometers
used in the experiments. The specifications and calibration certificates of each accelerometer
used during testing are located in Appendix B.

Figure 17: Dytran accelerometers used on shake table and blocks:
series 3202 (left), series 3166 (middle), and series 3055 (right) (Dytran, 2019)

Figure 18 shows an IEPE accelerometer that uses a mass attached to a piezoelectric
material (usually quartz, tourmaline, or a ferroelectric ceramic) to sense accelerations. When
accelerated, the inertial force of the mass strains the piezoelectric material, which develops an
electrical charge between the two surfaces being strained. The resulting voltage or displacement
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is proportional to acceleration if the dielectric constant does not vary with charge. Because
piezoelectric materials are stiff, their natural frequencies are high, so they are particularly useful
for high-frequency measurements. The IEPE accelerometer response at low frequencies can be
strongly influenced by signal conditioning system characteristics (Kramer, 1996).

Figure 18: Diagram of IEPE accelerometer (National Instruments, 2019)

3.4.

Shake Table Performance Testing and Calibration

Being a unique and one-of-a-kind research tool, the shake table system was delivered
without calibration certificates or standard operating procedure (SOP) documents. Before
performing experiments, the shake table required calibration and validation of performance.
Additionally, although a set of harmonic motion voltage vibration profiles was included with the
shake table, a process to develop new vibration profiles needed to be established.
3.4.1. Voltage-Displacement Correlation
To develop a level of confidence for the performance of the shake table and establish a
voltage to displacement correlation, in-house calibrations were performed using basic physical
measurements, engineering software, an oscilloscope, and a function generator. Figure 19 shows
a hand sketch with measurements required to interpret the shake table as a common kinematic
mechanism known as the “crank and slider” using PTC Mathcad, as shown in Figure 20.
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PTC Mathcad is computer software used for the verification, validation, documentation, and
re-use of engineering calculations. The shake table’s design parameters of +/- 6 inches of
displacement were verified using the model. The results were used to determine that the shake
table had a maximum displacement in the positive direction (south) of about 4.83 inches and in
the negative direction (north) of about 5.35 inches at the maximum and minimum voltage inputs
of +/-10 V.
Manually increasing voltage inputs on the shake table by 1 V increments and physically
measuring the displacement further verified the system model in PTC Mathcad. This was
performed using both the “set analog out level” method on the MT Earthquake Monitor software
and with an electronic test instrument that graphically displays varying signal voltages
(oscilloscope) and an independent voltage source known as a function generator. Figure 21
shows the oscilloscope (left) and function generator (right) used in the calibration process.
Results of the calibration are presented in Table II. The table calibration results were directly
compared with the PTC Mathcad predicted displacement and an average percent difference of
1.1% was found between the model and the system displacement response. Because the model
results are within the acceptable 95% confidence level range, the model built in PTC Mathcad
was considered validated. All recorded calibration results are presented in Appendix C.
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Figure 19: Hand sketch of shake table with physically measured parts for PTC Mathcad model

Figure 20: Portion of code and diagram of the PTC Mathcad model

An observation made while conducting the voltage-displacement calibration, was that
when the step function was applied, as the table reached the maximum voltage it appeared to
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slightly exceed the voltage and create a jerking motion as it retracted to the proposed voltage.
The jerking motion was associated with the tuning of the Bosch Rexroth drive in which the drive
was commanding the motor to follow the voltage profile as tightly as possible. The lack of
flexibility created oscillations at the end of the step function. Section 4.3 explains the process
taken in choosing a better motion response to overcome extra vibrations.

Figure 21: Oscilloscope (left) and function generator (right) used for calibrations
Table II: Voltage to displacement calibration
Voltage to
Table (V)
-10
-9
-8
-7
-6
-5
-4
-3
-2
-1
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Displacement
measured (in)
5.3
4.8
4.3
3.7
3.2
2.7
2.1
1.6
1.1
0.5
0.0
0.5
1.1
1.6
2.1
2.6
3.1
3.6
4.0
4.5
4.9

Displacement in
PTC Mathcad (in)
5.4
4.8
4.3
3.8
3.2
2.7
2.1
1.6
1.1
0.5
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.6
2.1
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.4
4.8

%
Difference
1.3
0.2
0.1
0.8
0.8
0.6
0.5
2.2
-0.1
-0.4
0.0
-1.2
-1.9
-2.6
-1.8
-1.7
-3.0
-1.7
-1.8
-1.5
-0.9
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3.4.2. Accelerometers, and Issues Identified
During normal operation of the shake table, an arbitrary noise of about 3V in amplitude
was observed in the measurement signals. To verify that the noise was not from the
accelerometers, the accelerometers were tested with the function generator and oscilloscope,
which have independent voltage sources. No irregular noise was observed from the
accelerometers. In order to reduce the noise, the signal input and all accelerometers were passed
through an anti-alias (AA) filter. The AA filter is an active, low pass filter that blocks high
frequencies, but will not attenuate the signal into the shake table. A passive filter known as a
capacitor with a capacitance of 0.068 microfarads (µF) was soldered on the drive input in the
control panel to help reduce the noise to acceptable levels below 200 mV. The noise was reduced
to about 200 mV in amplitude but is still present. Figure 22 shows an idle system marking
approximately 0.2 on the y-axis representing amplitude.

Arbitrary
noise spikes

Figure 22: Idle system where the spikes are the reduced arbitrary noise
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Calibrations were performed using a simple frequency sine sweep test to observe the
response of the accelerometers at various frequencies. From the frequency response plot shown
in Figure 23 and frequency sweep tests shown in Figure 24, it was determined that acceleration
profiles with frequencies between 0 – 3 Hz were not be recognized by the IEPE accelerometers.
Research was conducted to investigate the type of accelerometers that would perform well in a
lower frequency range. Although microelectromechanical system (MEMS) accelerometers were
the best option for low frequency performance due to their small size and ability to measure
static (constant) acceleration, the technology was not compatible with the DAQ system without
modifications. Therefore, the series 3055 general-purpose IEPE accelerometer with 500 mV/g
sensitivity was purchased and in addition to the standard calibration at 100 Hz, a low frequency
calibration at 2 Hz was performed by Dytran. The 3055 accelerometer has a frequency response
of +/- 5 % in the frequency range of 2 – 5000 Hz and begins to drop around 1 – 3 Hz. In general,
a low sensitivity accelerometer is used to measure high amplitude signals and a high sensitivity
accelerometer is used to measure low amplitude signals (National Instruments, 2019).

Figure 23: Low frequency response for single-axis, 3055 series IEPE accelerometer (Dytran, 2019)
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Vibration profile

Accelerometer data

Figure 24: Comparison between vibration profile and accelerometer response to profiles of
2, 3, and 10 Hz (left to right)

To allow direct comparison of data from multiple accelerometers, the aluminum bracket
shown in Figure 25 was designed. Performing multiple tests on all accelerometers with the same
vibration profile resulted in identical plots. The aluminum bracket with four accelerometers
provided the ability to collect redundant accelerometer data. Due to the arbitrary noise in the
system that travels through various channels at different times, it was determined that a best
practice was to collect data from as many channels as possible. By using redundant
measurements it is more likely that at least one channel will be noise-free during critical
segments of time.

Figure 25: Custom built aluminum bracket used to mount multiple accelerometers at once on shake table
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While performing low frequency vibration profiles, not only was it observed that the
accelerometers did not perform well at these low frequencies, but the shake table’s behavior was
not smooth. Figure 26 shows a 1 V at 2 Hz profile which is below detection range for the
accelerometers and shows distinct non-smooth behavior in the accelerometer data, depicted by
the thicker plot line. Using the oscilloscope and function generator from Figure 21, multiple low
frequency vibration profiles were implemented to test that the non-smooth response was not an
error from the accelerometers, but that it was poor dynamic performance from the shake table.

Vibration profile

LED profile

Accelerometer data

Figure 26: Non-smooth behavior of shake table motion during dynamic profile
recorded with 3166 accelerometers

The primary purpose of the DAQ system is to record data from all accelerometers and,
simultaneously, record imagery with the high-speed camera. When the user clicks on the
“Start Test” button in the MT Earthquake Monitor software, it initiates the DAQ system and the
high-speed camera recording, and sends vibration profile after a short delay. The purpose of the
delay is to allow data and images to be captured prior to the arrival of the vibration profile to be
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sure to capture the initial response. The goal was to produce data files of different types
(.csv, .bmp, and .avi), but having the same timestamp. Unfortunately, there were significant
difficulties in achieving the synchronization between the data types, because of the different
initiation and rates for the measurements of acceleration and camera images. Furthermore,
although the image titles contain the timestamp of when the image was taken, the values are
misleading because the delay causes alternating positive and negative image timestamps.
Through numerous equipment setup configurations and software updates, the most recent
(11th) version of the MT Earthquake Monitor software implemented a mitigation based upon
monitoring light emission diode systems (LEDs) that would allow the user to identify the
beginning and end of the vibration profile in the data and image files. The LED light is placed on
the shake table within view of the camera. When there is no other signal being sent to the table,
the system sends a 4 V signal to the LED light, illuminating it. When the vibration profile is sent
through the AO, the 4 V signal is removed and the LED turns off; the LED turns back on as the
4 V signal is reinstated after the vibration profile is completed. Hence, the LED provides a visual
indication of the duration of the vibration profile and may be used to identify the timing of the
high-speed images. Correspondingly, the 4 V signal is observable in the datafiles, changing to
the initial value in the input voltage profile (usually zero) when the profile is sent to the table,
and returning to 4 V at the end of the profile. While not perfect, this system allows identification
of the initiation of the profile in the .csv files and the video files. The MT Earthquake Monitor
software still needs improvement to overcome a system lag between the time when the vibration
profile is sent, when the high-speed camera begins to record, and when the DAQ starts recording
data.
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3.5.

Conclusions

Although many issues became apparent during testing and calibration of the shake table,
the mitigations implemented have greatly enhanced the quality of the data, allowing experiments
to be conducted with reasonable confidence. Some issues that have not been completely
addressed include the synchronized timestamp on all data types while using the “Start Test”
button, DAQ compatibility with MEMS accelerometers, and the use of low frequency IEPE
accelerometers. Appendices A, B, C, and F include all of the calibration details along with an
SOP for operating the shake table.
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4. Toppling Block Experiments & Results
To understand the fundamental rocking behavior, a series of physical tests were
conducted on a unidirectional shaking table to investigate the effects of external loading along
the base of a rigid block from an at rest position on a horizontal plane. Blocks consisting of
different geometric characteristics were placed on a shake table and accelerations to mimic
pseudostatic forces derived from static equilibrium force and moment equations were applied.
Additionally, data were collected using accelerometers and a high-speed camera. This
experimental setup and process provides a realistic representation of how a rock block would
behave when introduced to various seismic intensities at the base of the rock block.
The purpose of the experimental tests were to confirm the results from theoretical
analysis using static equilibrium force and moment equations by experimentally determining the
onset toppling acceleration, which is the minimum acceleration required to initiate toppling of a
rigid block from a horizontal at rest position. Although the theoretical analysis is based on
pseudostatic loading applied at the block centroid and the loading in the shake table is due to
forces created by movement of the base of the block, it was anticipated that the results would
match. Developing the experimental tests, optimized for the constraints of the shake table and
accelerometers, was an iterative process. This chapter contains sections describing the
quantitative analysis of toppling blocks, experiment setup, development of voltage profiles,
experimental trials, data processing, and results.

4.1.

Toppling Block Analysis
Although many solutions have been derived for pendulums and rocking blocks and

columns, the simplest approach is the static equilibrium force and moment analysis
(Housner, 1963). The standard solution is derived using Newton’s 2nd Law of Motion.
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Figure 27 contains a free-body diagram of the block with dimensions indicated and external
forces labeled. Note that the external force F is assumed to be the pseudostatic inertial force
replacing the dynamic earthquake force and is acting horizontally at the centroid of the block,
in the direction opposite to the ground motion.

Figure 27: Example of free-body diagram for block on horizontal plane

Assuming no motion in the x- or y-directions, the sum of the forces in each direction is
zero:
∑ 𝐹𝑥 = 0: 𝐹 − 𝐹𝑓 ∴ 𝐹 = 𝐹𝑓

(4)

∑ 𝐹𝑦 = 0: 𝑊 − 𝑁 ∴ 𝑊 = 𝑁

(5)

where W=mg, F=ma, Ff,max=μN.
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Note that to prevent sliding in the x-direction requires F ≤ μN= Ff,max. At the point that
toppling initiates, the normal force N moves to the toe, as indicated by the dashed line in
Figure 27.
∑ 𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑒 = 0: −𝑊(𝑏) + 𝐹(ℎ) + 𝑁(0) + 𝐹𝑓 (0) = 0

(6)

⟹ −𝑚𝑔(𝑏) + 𝑚𝑎(ℎ) = 0
⟹ −𝑔(𝑏) + 𝑎(ℎ) = 0
Solving for "a", the minimum acceleration to make the block topple:
𝑏
⟹ 𝑎 = 𝑔 ( ) ; 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
ℎ
In summary, the horizontal earthquake acceleration required to make the block topple is equal
to the acceleration of gravity multiplied by the aspect ratio (width/height) of the block.

4.2.

Experimental Setup

Rectangular prismatic wooden blocks were used because wood can be manipulated into
a well defined shape that is easily modeled. A set of four blocks was prepared using a wood
planer, jointer planer, and table saw. The edges of the blocks were lightly sanded to prevent
splintering. The blocks were dimensioned to have aspect ratios of 1:1.8, 1:3.0, 1:4.1, and 1:5.4.
The masses and dimensions of the blocks, calculated mass density values, and pseudostatic
accelerations required for toppling are presented in Table III. The experimental test plan was
initially developed to use four blocks, but the shortest block labeled “Block 1” was damaged
during preparation and was not used. The three blocks used in the experiments are shown in
Figure 28.
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Figure 28: Rectangular prismatic wooden blocks used for experiments

Table III: Summary of block information
Block
#
2
3
4

Height
(m)
0.25
0.34
0.45

Length
(m)
0.081
0.079
0.081

Width
(m)
0.083
0.083
0.083

Mass
(kg)
0.79
1.10
1.44

Volume
(m3)
0.0017
0.0023
0.0030

Density
(kg/m3)
470
488
475

Static Acceleration
(m/s2)
3.25
2.27
1.77

Static Acceleration
(g)
0.33
0.23
0.18

The blocks were placed individually on the shake table as shown in Figure 29. The shake
table operates in the south to north direction, south being positive and north being negative
(south is left in Figure 29). To maintain consistency throughout the experimental test plan, the
shake table was marked with a test location and each side of the blocks was labeled with a
cardinal direction, allowing the block to be placed on the table with the same orientation for
every trial.
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Figure 29: Experimental block setup on shake table

As the experimental test plan was implemented, modifications were made and new tests
were performed, the accelerometer configuration modified as shown in Figure 30. By the end of
the study, three configurations using various combinations of accelerometers had been used. All
accelerometers used for the experimental test plan were single-axis IEPE accelerometers. Four
3166 industrial accelerometers with a sensitivity of 500 mV/g remained mounted on the shake
table with the aluminum bracket described in Section 3.4.2, during all experiments. Multiple
acceleration measurements allowed for data recording in multiple channels in the DAQ system in
an attempt to avoid the arbitrary electrical noise in the equipment, as described in Section 3.4.2
above. The noise occurred in various channels, at seemingly random times. Having multiple
sources of data increased the likelihood of obtaining one set of useable data that was free of
noise in critical segments of time.
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Figure 30: Progression of accelerometer configuration on blocks for experimental tests

Initially, three miniature accelerometers with a sensitivity of 10 mV/g were externally
mounted near the top, middle, and bottom of the block, as shown in the leftmost diagram in
Figure 30. The purpose of this configuration was to collect as much data as possible from the
block and compare with numerical modeling data for validation of both methodologies. During
the experiments, it was observed that the accelerometers were not able to detect block
accelerations at the low frequencies induced in the experiments, and this configuration was
removed from the experimental test plan.
The second configuration consisted of one 3055 general purpose accelerometer with
sensitivity of 500 mV/g, externally mounted near the centroid of the block, as depicted in the
middle diagram of Figure 30. While testing the smallest of the three blocks, Block 2, it was
observed that the 10 gram mass accelerometer affected the toppling behavior. When the
accelerometer was placed on the “front” of the block (in the direction of positive loading, as
shown in Figure 31, left), the block toppled at much lower accelerations than when the
accelerometer was placed on the “side” of the block (perpendicular to loading, as shown in
Figure 31, right). Furthermore, the accelerometer had unfavorable mounting and cable
connections making it difficult to recess it into the center of the blocks to prevent toppling from
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initiating at artificially low values. Figure 32 shows the mounting and coaxial cable
configurations where both accelerometers are mounted with a stud on the mounting surface, but
connection outlet varies in location and direction. The second configuration was eventually
removed from the experimental test plan, as well.

Figure 31: Accelerometer configuration on blocks

Figure 32: 3055 and 3056 series Dytran
accelerometers (“Dytran,” 2019)

After some experimentation, it was concluded that data regarding the shake table
acceleration was of more value for the concept of base excitation of rigid bodies than the actual
acceleration of the block. Correspondingly, in the final configuration (shown in the rightmost
diagram in Figure 30), no accelerometers were placed on the blocks and only table accelerations
were recorded.

4.3.

Voltage Profiles

The voltage profile controls the displacement and ultimately the acceleration used in the
experimental test plan. Therefore, various voltage profiles were investigated in order to obtain
consistent and quantifiable acceleration of the shake table. A voltage profile with a segment of
constant acceleration was necessary to quantify the level of acceleration required for the
initiation of toppling of the wooden specimens as described in Table III. Satisfying the
constraints of the shake table and accelerometers described in Chapter 3 led to the trial of three
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types of motion equations in order to create a constant acceleration segment: sharp step,
parabolic, and cycloidal motions.
4.3.1. Sharp Step Profile
Initially, a sharp step function with slow unloading, similar to the voltage vs. time profile
shown in Figure 33, was used to develop pulse-like loading behavior that would initiate uplift,
leading to toppling of the block. In theory, an acceleration slightly higher than the static
acceleration calculated for each block should initiate toppling and if large enough would ensue
toppling. The step function could be scaled to produce various acceleration values, as measured
by the accelerometers attached to the table.

Voltage (Step Profile)

1.2

Voltage (V)

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
0

0.1
Voltage, V (V)

0.2

0.3

0.4

Time (sec)

Figure 33: Voltage profile for step function showing instantaneous application of
voltage (displacement) with gradual unloading

Figure 34 is a plot from the LabVIEW software for one of the early tests performed using
the step function with the 3055 accelerometer (blue plot) mounted on the exterior of the centroid
of Block 4. The white plot is the scaled vibration profile and the initial acceleration is estimated
from reading the maximum negative inflection point on the cleanest source of data between the
yellow, pink, or green plots, which represent the redundant accelerometers on the shake table.
All brightened categories on the right of the real-time plot are the activated data channels that are
recording data. During the use of the step function, it was observed that the shake table could not
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properly perform the sharp nature of the voltage profile. While attempting to reach the maximum
displacement correlating to the input voltage signal, the table would exceed this displacement
and jolt back to the proposed displacement, creating an additional sharp reversal in the
acceleration profile and affecting the behavior of the block. It was also observed that the step
function was not applying a constant acceleration. The sharp step vibration profile was
eliminated from the experimental test plan and two other options were investigated.

Vibration
profile

Table
accelerometer
data

Block
accelerometer
data (blue)

Brightened
categories are
shown on the
plot and
recording data

Figure 34: LabVIEW real-time plot of step function on Block 4 with four 3166 accelerometers mounted on
the shake table and one 3055 accelerometer mounted on the block

4.3.2. Parabolic Profile
After observing that the sharp step profile was not resulting in constant acceleration, an
investigation was performed to explore the best equations to use in order to produce a
displacement profile that reasonably simulated constant acceleration. Before choosing an
equation of motion, two parameters were established in order to develop the appropriate
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displacement profile: 1. the acceleration had to be achieved in a segment of time that was
compatible with the 3 Hz lower limit of the accelerometers; and 2. a frequency greater than 2 Hz
but less than 5 Hz had to be used because the accelerometers were not designed to respond well
below 2 Hz and a resonant peak occurred between 5 and 6 Hz, as discussed in Section 3.2.
Frequencies above 6 Hz were too high for the experimental test plan. With the parameters set, a
displacement profile consisting of a 3 Hz frequency at 1 V displacement was the ideal
“Test Profile.” Using the voltage-displacement calibration mentioned in Section 3.4.1, it was
established that 1 V corresponded to 0.531 inches of displacement and would be relatively easy
to scale. Additionally, the test profile was intended to be small enough that when applied to all
three blocks of varying dimensions, toppling would not be induced, allowing positive increases
in scaling of the Test Profile to be required to initiate toppling.
The second type of equation of motion considered for pseudostatic loading was a
parabolic function. Theoretically, the parabolic function provides constant acceleration as shown
in Figure 16. Unfortunately, the function is discontinuous at the maximum acceleration making it
less than ideal for moderate or high speeds (Söylemez, 1999). Figure 35 shows the acceleration
versus time profile recorded (colored lines) for the parabolic input (white line). It may be
observed that the achieved acceleration (colored lines) is not constant on the entire time interval,
and that constant acceleration was only achieved over a segment of time equal to about 0.1 s
(from about 0.65 to 075 s).
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Vibration
profile

Accelerometer
data

Figure 35: LabVIEW real-time plot of parabolic function on Block 3, where input voltage is white and
measured table accelerations are in color

4.3.3. Cycloidal Profile
Although simple harmonic functions, such as sine and cosine functions, are often used in
the study of the dynamic behavior of rigid bodies, they may not express the realistic nonlinear
motion rigid blocks experience during earthquakes. Zhang and Makris (2001) examined in depth
the transient rocking response of free-standing rigid blocks subjected to physically realizable
trigonometric pulses, including a cycloidal pulse. Using cycloidal functions, studies show that
acceleration is finite at all times and the starting and ending acceleration is zero. Therefore, the
cycloidal function generates the lowest jerk compared to other equations of motion, producing
the lowest vibrations, stress, noise, and shock characteristics (Söylemez, 1999). It is particularly
ideal for cyclic (back and forth) loading. Equations 9, 10, and 11 were used to develop
displacement, velocity, and acceleration profiles, respectively (Figure 36). The displacement
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profile of the cycloidal motion was converted to voltage and used as the main vibration profile
for the experimental test plan (Myszka, 2012).

∆𝑅𝑖 = 𝐻0 + 𝐻𝑖 [

𝑣𝑖 =

𝑡𝑖
1
2𝜋𝑡𝑖
−
sin (
)]
𝑇𝑖 2𝜋
𝑇𝑖

(7)

𝐻𝑖
2𝜋𝑡𝑖
[1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (
)]
𝑇𝑖
𝑇𝑖
(8)

𝑎𝑖 =

2𝜋𝐻𝑖
𝑇𝑖

2

[𝑠𝑖𝑛 (

2𝜋𝑡𝑖
)]
𝑇𝑖

(9)

Figure 36: Cycloidal rise motion; displacement, velocity, and acceleration with corresponding equations
(Myszka, 2012)

The disadvantage of the cycloidal function is that the acceleration is not constant, as
shown in the bottom diagram of Figure 36. It was observed during the experiments, however,
that the segment near the maximum acceleration (in red in Figure 36) that is approximately
horizontal was of sufficient length that this approach was judged to be the best possible solution.
Figure 37 depicts the acceleration versus time profile for the cycloidal function, with input signal
in white and measured table accelerations in color. The cycloid function also achieved
approximately constant acceleration over a segment of time of 0.1 s (from 0.65 to 0.75 s), but
with a smaller “return” peak after the constant segment as compared to the parabolic function.
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Figure 37: LabVIEW real-time plot of cycloidal function on Block 3, where input voltage is white and
measured table accelerations are in color

4.4.

Experiments

To begin each test, one of the blocks was placed on the shake table and set into motion
using the Test Profile. The voltage of the Test Profile corresponds to displacement of the table
and represents the amplitude of the input shaking profile. The Test Profile was scaled up
increasing the amplitude (acceleration) while keeping the frequency constant, until a response in
the rigid block was detected with visual observations and high-speed camera recordings.
Multiple trials were performed at the critical scale factor for which initial toppling of the block
was detected. Additionally, several trials were performed at scaled levels just above and below
the critical acceleration to better pinpoint the range of accelerations that induced toppling
behavior.
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Different states of the vibration profile used for the experimental test plan of the study are
shown in Figures 38 through 41; note that the voltage and displacement plots shown in
Figures 38 and 39 have the same shape but different values on the y-axis. In order to achieve an
acceleration that was observable within the calibrated range of the accelerometers
(3 Hz frequency) the voltage profile was applied over a segment of time equal to one third of a
second.

Voltage (Cycloidal Profile)
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Figure 38: Voltage profile used on the shake table from cycloidal equations
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Figure 39: Displacement profile derived from cycloidal equations used to convert to voltage
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Figure 40: Velocity profile derived from cycloidal equations
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Figure 41: Acceleration profile derived from cycloidal equations

4.5.

Data Processing

Approximately 200 trials were performed during the experimental component of this
study. Most trials produced a data file (.csv) with accelerometer data, a folder with hundreds to
thousands of image frames (.bmp) collected by the high-speed camera, and a slow-motion
video (.avi). Using the LED’s 4 V signal recorded in the data file, explained in Section 3.4.2, the
start of the vibration profile was found. The start of the vibration profile is found in the image
frames by organizing the name of the pictures in chronological order within the folder they are
in. The set of alternating positive and negative titles (Section 3.4.2) in the images is the time
right before the vibration profile begins and can be deleted from the data set. The start of the
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vibration profile is then found in the images by going through each image and finding the one
where the light is first on and then off, as shown in Figure 42. After finding the image of the
block where the light is first on and then off, scrolling through images to find the moment where
the block corner begins to lift and reaches a point before toppling indicates the onset toppling
acceleration. Figure 43 shows the moment where the block lifts and toppling ensues. This was
not as trivial as anticipated, and further verification was done by comparing frames showing
toppling with the slow-motion videos to further pinpoint the onset toppling acceleration.
LED light off

LED light on

Figure 42: Identifying start of vibration profile when LED light goes from on to off from images recorded
by high-speed camera

LED light off

Onset toppling
sighting

Figure 43: Identifying the onset toppling acceleration from images recorded by high-speed camera
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The acceleration values also required interpretation, as they were not constant and only
approximately constant over a short segment of time. In order to obtain maximum acceleration
values, plots such as the one shown in Figure 37, presenting real-time data, were produced by
using the “print screen” button on the keyboard as the Test Profile started. The software does not
record the plot shown on the screen; therefore, it had to be manually recorded. Using Excel to
plot the data recorded in the .csv files did not show the noise as distinctly as the on screen,
real-time plots. After recording the plot on screen, the negative approximately horizontal
“plateau” acceleration value on the colored lines was interpreted from the channel with the least
noise, as indicated on Figure 37. This was considered to be the “constant” acceleration value
induced during the test. Occasionally, noise occurred on multiple channels near the acceleration
“plateau” and the test was repeated.

4.6.

Results

Table IV displays the results from the shake table experiments. The shake table results
matched theory for Blocks 3 and 4, but not for Block 2. Block 2 unintentionally had an aspect
ratio (0.33), which was too close to the tangent of the 20° friction angle (0.36), and often failed
by sliding rather than toppling when the accelerations were applied. To mitigate this problem, the
friction angle for Block 2 was increased to 46° by applying sandpaper to the bottom of the block,
and additional trials were performed that were in much better agreement with theory.
Table IV: Calculated and experimental acceleration results
Block #
4
3
2
2

Friction angle (deg)
20
20
20
46

Calculated acceleration (g)
0.18
0.23
0.33
0.33

Shake Table acceleration range (g)
0.17 – 0.19
0.22 – 0.24
> 0.55
0.31 – 0.32
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Appendix D contains tables VI, VII, and VIII, which provide detailed observations of
block behavior for each trial test performed. Overall, the experimental results matched the
analytical results within 3 to 6 % error and were further validated using numerical modeling
techniques explained in Chapter 5.
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5. Distinct Element Method Analysis and Results
Numerical models provide a means to rapidly investigate various scenarios and
conditions that cannot be otherwise easily evaluated. In this study, numerical models were used
to simulate two loading scenarios: pseudostatic loading of blocks at the centroid, and dynamic
loads applied at the base. This allowed independent verification of the shake table results.
Compared to physical experiments, using the numerical models allowed for quicker reproduction
and repetition of tests and the ability to perform sensitivity analyses by varying one input
parameter at a time. Being unable to physically replicate centroid loading of the block with the
shake table, having a validated numerical model allowed for a certain level of confidence with
the second loading scenario.
A variety of numerical analyses methods are available for continuum and discontinuum
systems. Choosing the correct analysis method is critical for ensuring the model in question is
treated under the proper conditions and results are realistic. For this research, the Universal
Distinct Element Code (UDEC), a member of the Discrete Element Method (DEM) family was
selected to analyze the behavior of rigid blocks under dynamic loading because detachment of
rock blocks during shaking is anticipated. In contrast, continuum methods (such as finite
difference and finite element methods) were designed to model the behavior of irregularly
shaped objects containing multiple materials, but not containing pre-existing discontinuities or
detachments that occur during analysis.

5.1.

Universal Distinct Element Code

UDEC is a two-dimensional numerical software used to simulate the static or dynamic
response to loading of discontinuous media (Itasca, 2019), with an explicit time-marching
solution of the full equations of motion facilitating the analysis of progressive, large-scale
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movements of slopes in blocky rock (Itasca, 2019) . As a member of the DEM family, UDEC
models a discontinuous medium as a system of individual blocks interacting along their
boundaries, thereby allowing blocks to disconnect from neighboring blocks (Itasca, 2019). This
enables the software to simulate complex, non-linear behaviors, and determine large
displacements and rotations along discontinuities of deformable or rigid blocks (Itasca, 2019).
Models in UDEC may contain a combination of both deformable and rigid blocks
because each body communicates with surrounding bodies via boundary contacts which may
change as a function of time (Pande, Beer, & Williams, 1990). Rigid and deformable blocks are
assigned reference points at corners, as shown in Figure 44 (left), so the degrees of freedom and
equations of motion are satisfied. Deformable blocks are subdivided into triangular finitedifference zones (Figure 44, right), and calculations of internal stress and strain are performed
within each zone. In this project, it was decided to use rigid blocks because the block material
was relatively stiff and the anticipated displacements due to translation and rotation were much
larger than displacements due to internal strain or deformation.

Figure 44: Examples of rigid/discontinuous (left) and deformable/continuous (right) blocks
(Itasca, 2019; Bagi, 2012;)

In UDEC, contacts are created at each block corner that interacts with a corner or edge of
an adjacent block, depicted in Figure 45. All contacts are assigned normal and shear stiffness
values, and contact forces are directly related to the deformation or overlap at contacts and the
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contact stiffness. Joint constitutive models are designed to be representative of the physical
response of rock joints, therefore making UDEC the ideal software for modeling blocks of rock
or other similar materials.

Figure 45: Corner and edge interactions of blocks in
UDEC (Itasca, 2019)

Figure 46: Rounding of corners of blocks in
UDEC (Bagi, 2012)

In order to avoid unrealistic behavior associated with interlocking of sharp corners, the
corners of the blocks are rounded. In UDEC, this is accomplished by applying the same rounding
length to all corners in the model as shown in Figure 46. The rounding length should be selected
taking into consideration the size of the smallest block or zone so that only corners are affected
and not the entire block shape. As block motion occurs, contact points are automatically updated
using computationally efficient algorithms. Boundary conditions are implemented by specified
velocity (usually zero) of an entire block in one or more directions, and by applied force or stress
at one or more edges of a block.
The explicit algorithm used in the UDEC code is based on the use of force-displacement
laws which specify the interactions between a block and its surrounding neighbors at the
contacts, and a law of motion that governs the displacements of the blocks as they are subjected
to forces which are not in balance (Thoraval, 1991). The explicit solution requires a time-
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stepping solution of the same basic equations until equilibrium or steady state is reached, or the
simulation is ended. The method assumes that the selected time step is sufficiently small that
accelerations and velocities are considered constant within a step. The flow chart in Figure 47
shows a graphical representation of the solution process, beginning with the initialization. During
the initialization, the critical time step is determined based on the block masses and contact
stiffnesses. The law of motion is then applied to each block using the known force sums derived
from gravity, contacts, boundary conditions, structural elements, etc., to determine its
acceleration which is then integrated to determine its velocity components. Using the velocities
previously calculated, the block corner positions are updated. There is no limitation in the
deformation or motion of the blocks because the entire UDEC code is a large strain model. After
applying the displacements, the normal and shear forces at each contact are determined from the
joint constitutive law and the process is repeated. This process is repeated until the user-defined
“cycle time” or total number of “cycles” has been reached. Joint constitutive models are
designed to be representative of the physical response of rock joints, therefore making UDEC the
ideal software for modeling rigid blocks.

5.2.

Model Setup

Three rigid block models were developed using UDEC’s version 6.0 software to
represent the three wooden blocks tested with the shake table. Figure 48 shows an example of the
block setup. Each model was simulated using two external force loading scenarios: one at the
centroid of the block and the other on the shake table. The purpose of these models was to
replicate the shake table experiments, primarily through base loading, and have correlating data
between experimental and numerical results.
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Figure 47: Explicit solution flow chart for rigid blocks in UDEC (Thoraval, 1991)

Each model consisted of three blocks: the rigid wooden block, the moveable shake table
block below it, and a stabilization block below the shake table to support it. Table III
(Section 4.2) lists the dimensions and density values of the blocks. The shake table dimensions
used for the model were 1.5 m in length and 0.025 m in thickness. The two-dimensional UDEC
version applies a unit width to all elements in the model. Finally, material properties were
implemented for both the wooden block and aluminum shake table. Density was calculated for
each of the wooden blocks and a density of 2700 kg/m3 was used for the aluminum shake table
(The Engineering Toolbox, 2019).
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Figure 48: General UDEC model setup indicating two loading scenarios

The Coulomb slip model was selected to model the block interfaces. The interface
between the block and shake table was assigned a friction angle of 20°, which was measured by
performing multiple tilt tests between the wooden blocks and a block of aluminum similar to the
shake table. The interface between the shake table and stabilization block was assigned a friction
angle of 0° to allow for unrestricted motion between the two blocks. The Coulomb slip model
also requires values of shear and normal joint stiffness at the interface, although it is rare to have
quantitative data for these parameters. The available guidance (Itasca, 1989) suggests the use of
values high enough such that penetration between blocks is not observed, but not too high or the
corresponding time step size is too small and the simulations take too long. A value of 1x1011
N/m was selected for the shear and normal stiffnesses and appeared to satisfy the constraints.
Two other parameters that are not obtained from material properties and require
engineering judgment include damping and rounding of corners. Mechanical damping is used in
DEM to simulate real energy loss that is not represented by mathematically perfect material
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models (Hoek & Bray, 1981). Being able to simulate the energy dissipation produces more
realistic results. The default “local” damping condition was applied, and a value of 0.1 was
initially used for the damping parameter. Too little rounding of corners can create problems
during modeling and too much may not be realistic for blocks of rock. Therefore, picking the
right amount of rounding for the entire model is important. The initial model used a rounding
value of 0.001.
After setting up the model, the “solve” function was applied to establish an initial state
that was both in equilibrium and not actively failing. At this point, FISH functions were set up to
record velocity data. FISH is a programming language embedded within UDEC that enables the
user to define new variables and functions. The functions are used to extend UDEC’s usefulness
or add user defined features (Itasca, 2019). While modeling rigid bodies, UDEC only stores
velocities for the block centroids and there is no history command defined to write the data to a
file. In order to retrieve velocity data, a FISH function (FindBlocks) was written to collect the xand y-velocity components at the centroid of the block and shake table. Another FISH function
(make_array) was written to place all the history commands into one data file exported after each
UDEC run. The FISH codes are included in Appendix E.
Once the model was in equilibrium and FISH functions were set to record and save data,
the seismic load was applied. For the pseudostatic simulation (scenario 1), a horizontal force was
accomplished with two methods: a. applying a horizontal force component at the centroid of the
block; and b. applying a horizontal component of “gravity”, while fixing the shake table and
restricting the horizontal acceleration to apply only to the block. Base loading (scenario 2) was
accomplished by applying a horizontal force to the shake table block, causing motion of the
shake table and producing an inertial force in the block.
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5.3.

Model Results

With each loading scenario, an iterative process was used to determine the values of
acceleration and horizontal force that initiated the beginning of toppling. Acceleration values
were adjusted in increments of 0.01 m/s2 and force values were adjusted in increments of 1 N.
Each model started with a specified “cycle time” of 0.5 seconds. Cycle times of 1.0 and
2.0 seconds were used to verify that the applied load was truly initiating toppling. Additionally,
data saved regarding the block centroid were reviewed to confirm that the block had a positive
non-zero y-component of velocity, indicating a toppling response. Figure 49 shows loading
scenario 1a using the applied force command at the centroid of the block and the response of the
block. For loading scenario 1a, after observing the initiation of toppling, the force value was used
in the relationship F = ma to calculate the associated acceleration with the known block mass (a
= F/m). Table V shows the results from pseudostatic loading at the centroid with the force
command (scenario 1a) and loading with the horizontal gravity component (scenario 1b). The
results are in good agreement with the theoretically calculated pseudostatic acceleration needed
to initiate toppling. A sensitivity analysis was performed to investigate the influence of damping,
rounding, and joint stiffness values on the results; only minimal changes in the results were
observed even though the parameters were changed by as much as +/- one order of magnitude. It
was identified, however, that some error was evident in the model results because the block
widths had been specified as 8.0 cm rather than 8.3 cm. The bottom lines in Table V show the
results of the simulations done using 8.3 cm for the block widths, and these match the theoretical
values even more closely.
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4
3
2
4
3
2

0.45
0.34
0.25
0.45
0.34
0.25

0.08
0.08
0.08
0.083
0.083
0.083

Block mass (kg)

Block width (m)

Block height (m)

Block #

Table V: UDEC results summary using loading scenario 1 (a and b)

17.1
13.3
9.4
17.7
13.8
9.8

Theoretically
calculated
pseudostatic
acceleration needed
to initiate toppling
2

(m/s )
1.77
2.27
3.25
1.77
2.27
3.25

Pseudostatic Loading
Scenario 1a:
applied force (N) needed to
initiate toppling
Force (N)
applied
by UDEC

(g)
0.18
0.23
0.33
0.18
0.23
0.33

30
30
29
32
33
31

Applied
acceleration:
a=F/m
(m/s2)
(g)
1.75 0.18
2.26 0.23
3.09 0.31
1.80 0.18
2.40 0.24
3.18 0.32

Pseudostatic Loading
Scenario 1b:
horizontal component of
acceleration applied by
UDEC needed to initiate
toppling
(m/s2)
1.71
2.25
3.06
1.76
2.33
3.17

(g)
0.17
0.23
0.31
0.18
0.24
0.32

The UDEC model for loading scenario 2, loading of the block via motion of the shake
table block beneath it, did not yield results that matched anticipated theoretical values. The
results for this loading scenario were much more difficult to interpret due to the need to calculate
the movement of the block relative to the shake table, which was also in motion; the code
developed to investigate this loading scenario needs refinement.

Figure 49: Velocity profile of loading scenario 1a, centroid loading of the block
with applied force command
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6. Conclusions and Recommendations
With a thorough understanding and appreciation of geology, earthquake ground motions,
and rock mechanics, the limitations in the various methods of slope stability analysis are evident.
Primarily, it is difficult to account for the complexity inherent in a rock slope. Secondly, most
slope stability analyses use a single, constant, unidirectional inertial force to model the complex,
transient, and dynamic nature of an earthquake. As a result, a slope could be unstable even if the
computed pseudostatic calculation showed stable results. Furthermore, to satisfy the static
equilibrium equations, the inertial force is assumed to act at the centroid of the rigid block when
realistically the dynamic interaction of the earthquake force and a rigid body is experienced at
the base. As Zhang and Makris (2001) conclude in their research, the sensitive nonlinear nature
of the problem complicates further the task of estimating peak ground acceleration by only
examining the geometry of free-standing objects that either overturned or survived a ground
shaking event.
It is important to apply multiple slope stability approaches and engineering judgement
into the evaluation of a rock slope. A combination of the pseudostatic approach and numerical
modeling evaluating permanent-displacement under various force loading scenarios, i.e., loading
at the centroid and loading at the base of a rigid block, are implemented in this study to
investigate whether traditional methods are more or less conservative. By the end of this study, it
was concluded that traditional methods, such as pseudo-static loading, are a proper
representation of the initiation of toppling behavior of rigid blocks and base excitations.
There are several advantages and disadvantaged inherent in the use of the pseudostatic
approach in limit equilibrium stability analysis. The pseudostatic approach is simple and
straightforward; however, it should never be the sole method used in an analysis. With the
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additional use of numerical analyses, clearer recommended guidelines could be developed based
on characteristics of the design earthquake input acceleration, as well as the geometry and
properties of the rock mass. Additionally, with the seismic database established today and the
ability to identify potential toppling failures of rock slopes from geomorphic features, a proactive
movement to mitigate these types of failures can possibly be achieved.
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8. Appendix A: Electrical Engineering Senior Design Report
“Geological Engineering Shaker Table Characterization”
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9. Appendix B: Accelerometer Specifications and Calibrations
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10.

Appendix C: PTC Mathcad and MATLAB Data

10.1. PTC Mathcad
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10.2. MATLAB Script
%%
%
%
%
%
%
%
MATLAB)
%
xlim

shakeDataBatchProc.m
By: Thad Haines
Program Purpose:
Batch process shake table data, exporting clean
data and optionally making plots
History:
03/28/19
03/29/19

13:15
10:09

init
verified 'b' version of functions (for old

03/31/19

10:41

Addition of sub2 - unfiltered data, optional

%% init MATLAB
clear; format compact; clc; close all;
%% Test of single file
rawName = 'MatLAB test data01_20190329_14-58-13.csv'
% clean data and export xls
cleanName = shakeDataCleanSmooth( rawName );
%% Plot data
% Plot smoothed data with raw data
shakeDataPlotSub(cleanName)
% Plots of unfiltered data
shakeDataPlotSub2(cleanName)
shakeDataPlotSub2(cleanName, [0, 3]) % optional xlimit entry
% Plot raw data
shakeDataPlotSubRaw(rawName)
File: shakeDataCleanSmoothb
function [ cleanName ] = shakeDataCleanSmoothb( fileName )
%shakeDataCleanSmooth Reads raw shake table data and exports clean and
%smooth data. Returns name of cleaned file.
% Parse first 5 Columns from Raw Data when LED < 3.5
% Includes removing data from begining and end of raw data, making new
time
fprintf('Reading %s...\n',fileName)
% Read in of raw data
rawData = xlsread(fileName);
fprintf('Data Read Okay. Parsing Data...')
% Separation of desired data columns
t = rawData(:,1);
Vout = rawData(:,2);
LED = rawData(:,3);
g1 = rawData(:,4);
g2 = rawData(:,5);
% Data timestep
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ts = (t(2)-t(1));
% First Index when LED < 3.5 V
dataStart = find(LED<3.5, 1);
dataEnd = find(LED(dataStart:end)>3.5,1);
% Handle MATLAB indexing from 1
dataEnd = dataStart+dataEnd - 2;
% collect cleanData
cleanData(:,1) = t(dataStart:dataEnd);
% Create new time starting for clean data
cleanData(:,2) = (0:length(cleanData(:,1))-1)*ts;
cleanData(:,3) = Vout(dataStart:dataEnd);
fprintf(' Smoothing Data...')
% Handle raw and smoothed accel data
cleanData(:,4) = g1(dataStart:dataEnd);
cleanData(:,5) = smooth(cleanData(:,4),'moving',50);
cleanData(:,6) = g2(dataStart:dataEnd);
cleanData(:,7) = smooth(cleanData(:,6),'moving',50);
% Column header definition - May change if desired
col_header={'Old Time [sec]','Time [sec]','Vout [V]',...
'g1 raw [g]','g1 smooth [g]','g2 raw [g]','g2 smooth [g]'};
fprintf(' Writing Clean Data...\n')
cleanName = strjoin({fileName(1:(end-3)), 'clean.xls'},'');
xlswrite(cleanName,col_header);
xlswrite(cleanName,cleanData,1,'A2')
fprintf('Clean Data Saved as: %s\n', cleanName)
end

FILE: shakeDataPlot
function [ ] = shakeDataPlot( cleanName )
%shakeDataPlot Creates Plots from clean data file
grey = [.7 .7 .7];
cleanData = xlsread(cleanName);
fprintf('Plotting data from: %s\n', cleanName)
t = cleanData(:,2);
Vout = cleanData(:,3);
g1 = cleanData(:,4);
g1S = cleanData(:,5);
g2 = cleanData(:,6);
g2S = cleanData(:,7);
figure
plot(t,Vout,'k','linewidth',2)
title('Voltage Input')
xlabel('Time [sec]')
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ylabel('Voltage [V]')
grid on
figure
plot(t,g1,'color',grey)
hold on
plot(t,g1S,'k','linewidth',1)
legend('g1','g1 Smoothed')
title('Accelerometer g1')
xlabel('Time [sec]')
ylabel('g [g]')
grid on
figure
plot(t,g2,'color',grey)
hold on
plot(t,g2S,'k','linewidth',1)
legend('g2','g2 Smoothed')
title('Accelerometer g2')
xlabel('Time [sec]')
ylabel('g [g]')
grid on
end

FILE: shakeDataPlotSub2
function [ ] = shakeDataPlotSub2( cleanName, optionalXlimtit )
%shakeDataPlotSub Creates Figure with subplots from clean data file
% plots only un-processed data, provides optional X plot limits
bfz= 10; % font Size
lw = 1.3;
grey = [.7 .7 .7];
cleanData = xlsread(cleanName);

fprintf('Plotting data from: %s\n', cleanName)
t = cleanData(:,2);
Vout = cleanData(:,3);
g1 = cleanData(:,4);
g2 = cleanData(:,6);
if nargin > 1
xlimit = optionalXlimtit;
else
xlimit = [t(1) t(end)];
end
figure
subplot(3,1,1)
plot(t,Vout,'k','linewidth',lw)
title('Voltage Input')
%xlabel('Time [sec]')
ylabel('Voltage [V]')
grid on
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set(gca, 'fontsize',bfz)
xlim(xlimit)
subplot(3,1,2)
plot(t,g1,'k','linewidth',lw)
hold on
title('Accelerometer g1 - Table')
%xlabel('Time [sec]')
ylabel('g [g]')
grid on
set(gca, 'fontsize',bfz)
xlim(xlimit)
subplot(3,1,3)
plot(t,g2,'k','linewidth',lw)
title('Accelerometer g2 -Block')
xlabel('Time [sec]')
ylabel('g [g]')
grid on
set(gca, 'fontsize',bfz)
xlim(xlimit)
end

FILE: shakeDataPlotSubRawb
function [ ] = shakeDataPlotSubRawb( rawName )
%shakeDataPlotSub Creates Figure with subplots from raw data file
fz= 13; % font Size
grey = [.7 .7 .7];
rawData = xlsread(rawName);
fprintf('Plotting data from: %s\n', rawName)
t = rawData(:,1);
Vout = rawData(:,2);
LED = rawData(:,3);
g1 = rawData(:,4);
g1S = smooth(rawData(:,4),'moving',50);% for old MATLAB
%g1S = smoothdata(rawData(:,4),'movmean',50); % For new MATLAB
g2 = rawData(:,5);
g2S = smooth(rawData(:,5),'moving',50); % for old MATLAB
%g2S = smoothdata(rawData(:,5),'movmean',50); % For new MATLAB
figure
subplot(3,1,1)
plot(t,Vout,'k','linewidth',2)
hold on
plot(t,LED,'m','linewidth',2)
title('Voltages')
xlabel('Time [sec]')
ylabel('Voltage [V]')
legend('Output Voltage','LED')
grid on
set(gca, 'fontsize',fz)
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subplot(3,1,2)
plot(t,g1,'color',grey,'linewidth',2)
hold on
plot(t,g1S,'k','linewidth',1)
legend('g1','g1 Smoothed')
title('Accelerometer g1 - Table')
xlabel('Time [sec]')
ylabel('g [g]')
set(gca, 'fontsize',fz)
grid on
subplot(3,1,3)
plot(t,g2,'color',grey,'linewidth',2)
hold on
plot(t,g2S,'k','linewidth',1)
legend('g2','g2 Smoothed')
title('Accelerometer g2 - Block')
xlabel('Time [sec]')
ylabel('g [g]')
set(gca, 'fontsize',fz)
grid on
end
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11.

Appendix D: Experimental Results Summary
The following is a brief description on how to read Tables VI, VII, and VIII:

# of Runs: Sequential total number of runs
Block #: Block number: 2, 3, or 4
Input Profile: Vibration profile used for testing, first number is voltage and second number is frequency
Scaling of original vibration profile. This increases the initial voltage (i.e. 1 V scaled at 1.5 is
Scaling:
1.5 V)
Friction Angle (deg): Friction angle between block and shake table
On real-time plots (screen grab from LabVIEW software), this value is the first inflection
Acceleration of Ramp up (g):
point (negative)
On real-time plots (screen grab from LabVIEW software), this value is the second inflection
Acceleration of Slowdown (g):
point (positive)
Data: Shows if DAQ .csv datafile was saved (Y/N)
Plot Pic?: Shows if a screen grab of the real-time LabVIEW plots was saved (Y/N)
Shows if a high-speed camera video was saved (Y/N/SM*) *slow motion video recorded
Video?:
with iPhone
Trial #: Trial number with same testing configuration
Observations: Comments from testing and reviewing data collected
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Table VI: Observations during Block 2 testing
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Table VII: Observations during Block 3 testing
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Table VIII: Observations during Block 4 testing
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12.

Appendix E: Numerical Modeling Codes: UDEC & FISH functions
A general modular code was developed for three blocks of varying dimensions and

densities tested with two loading scenarios. The modeling procedure consists of 3 steps and
includes data for all 3 blocks tested: step 1. Building the block model and defining material and
joint properties; step 2. Setting up data recording with FISH function (FindBlocks); and
step 3. Organizing data into one datafile with FISH functions (make_array). In step 3, the first
loading scenario contains two methods of applying the load to the top block. Scenario 1a applies
the load as a horizontal force and Scenario 1b applies the force as a horizontal component of
gravity. Scenario 2 involves applying a force to the “shake table” block. Any commands that
involve dimensions or refer to centroid locations of the three blocks will require changing
dimensions; commands that require changes are highlighted with bold font. All FISH functions
are included in section 12.2.

12.1. UDEC Model Setup
; Project Title:
; Block density (wood, calculated based on Block 2): p = 470kg/m3
; Block density (wood, calculated based on Block 3): p = 488kg/m3
; Block density (wood, calculated based on Block 4): p = 475kg/m3
; Shake Table density (aluminum): p = 2700kg/m3
; Shake Table dimensions: L_1.52m x UW_1m x T_0.305m
; Block # 2 size: 0.25m x 0.081m (9.81in x 3.19in)
; Block # 3 size: 0.34m x 0.083m (13.56in x 3.25in)
; Block # 4 size: 0.45m x 0.083m (17.75in x 3.25in)
; Joint Model: joint area contact - Coulomb slip
; Units: SI: m-pa-kg-s
; --- STEP 1: GENERATING BLOCKS AND JOINT MODEL PROPERTIES --round 0.001
block (1, 0.9) (1,1.35) (2, 1.35) (2,0.9) ; Block 2
block (1, 0.9) (1,1.44) (2, 1.44) (2,0.9) ; Block 3
block (1, 0.9) (1,1.55) (2, 1.55) (2,0.9) ; Block 4
;Joint area contact - Coulomb slip
;First define constitutive model, then define joint properties
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;Joint properties (local properties) FRICTION = 20
set jcondf joint model area jkn=1e11 jks=1e11 jfric=20
; Block 2
;lower horizontal joint on plane
crack (1, 1)(2,1)
;left block
crack (1, 1.1) (1.46, 1.1)
;joint crack
crack (1.46, 1.1) (1.54, 1.1)
;right block
crack (1.54, 1.1) (2, 1.1)
;left vertical crack
crack (1.46, 1.1) (1.46, 1.35)
;right vertical crack
crack (1.54, 1.1) (1.54, 1.35)
; Block 3
;lower horizontal joint on plane
crack (1, 1)(2,1)
;left block
crack (1, 1.1) (1.46, 1.1)
;joint crack
crack (1.46, 1.1) (1.54, 1.1)
;right block
crack (1.54, 1.1) (2, 1.1)
;left vertical crack
crack (1.46, 1.1) (1.46, 1.44)
;right vertical crack
crack (1.54, 1.1) (1.54, 1.44)
; Block 4
;lower horizontal joint on plane
crack (1, 1)(2,1)
;left block
crack (1, 1.1) (1.46, 1.1)
;joint crack
crack (1.46, 1.1) (1.54, 1.1)
;right block
crack (1.54, 1.1) (2, 1.1)
;left vertical crack
crack (1.46, 1.1) (1.46, 1.55)
;right vertical crack
crack (1.54, 1.1) (1.54, 1.55)
;"atblock" refers to block which contains coordinates x1 y1 (centroid)
del atblock (1.2, 1.3)
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del atblock (1.8, 1.3)
; contacts are not deleted
set delc off
; ----- end ----; --- MATERIAL AND JOINT PROPERTIES ---;Properties for rigid blocks, density needed (kg/m3)
;Use actual block dimensions and mass to calculate density
;Wood block density calculated to 470 kg/m3 (V=0.081x0.083x0.25m, W=787g)
prop mat=1 d=470 ; choose appropriate density listed at the beginning of this code
;Change both horizontal block properties to aluminum (p = 2700kg/m3)
prop mat=2 d=2700
change mat 2 range yrange (0.9, 1.1)
;Change joint properties between 2 horizontal blocks, FRICTION = 0
;Contact between top and shake table block remain as local properties, friction = 20
change jmat 2 range yrange (0.95, 1.05)
prop jmat 2 jkn=1e11 jks=1e11 jfric=0
;Plot block, mat prop, and mat joint to verify change in properties
;Use "print block" in console to get the properties of each block within UDEC
; ----- end ----;Fix bottom block (added for simplicity in modeling)
fix range yrange (0.9, 1.0)
set gravity = 0.0 -9.81
;cycle model to equilibrium
Solve
; --- STEP 2: HISTORY SETUP --;Rigid bodies only record velocity at centroids, but do not have a history command
;Need to develop FISH function to retrieve centroid data for rigid bodies
;Below are FISH functions to save histories of velocity components at block centroid
;"block" refers to the top block
;"table" refers to the block beneath the top block
;Bottom most block used for easier modeling
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def FindBlocks
iab_block = b_near(1.5,1.23)
iab_table = b_near(1.5,1.05)
iab_block = b_near(1.5,1.27)
iab_table = b_near(1.5,1.05)
iab_block = b_near(1.5,1.325)
iab_table = b_near(1.5,1.05)
end
FindBlocks
;Need to copy "block.fin" from Itasca folder to working folder for this to work
call block.fin
def centroid_xvel_block
centroid_xvel_block = b_xvel(iab_block)
end
def centroid_yvel_block
centroid_yvel_block = b_yvel(iab_block)
end
def centroid_rvel_block
centroid_rvel_block = b_rvel(iab_block)
end
def centroid_xvel_table
centroid_xvel_table = b_xvel(iab_table)
end
def centroid_yvel_table
centroid_yvel_table = b_yvel(iab_table)
end
def centroid_rvel_table
centroid_rvel_table = b_rvel(iab_table)
end
;Histories recorded and labeled in sequential order (1, 2, 3, etc)
history centroid_xvel_block
history centroid_yvel_block
history centroid_rvel_block
history centroid_xvel_table
history centroid_yvel_table
history centroid_rvel_table
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; --- STEP 3A (Scenario 1a): LOADING TOP BLOCK --; adding damping will keep the top block from moving away from the lower block while
cycling
damping local = 0.1
;fix shake table block so that only centroid loading occurs
fix range yrange (1.0, 1.1)
;apply loading conditions (positive force for positive displacement)
load xload 100 range yrange (1.22, 1.24) ; Block 2
load xload 100 range yrange (1.26, 1.28) ; Block 3
load xload 100 range yrange (1.324, 1.326) ; Block 4
cycle time 0.5
; -- STEP 3B (Scenario 1b): LOADING TOP BLOCK WITH GRAVITY COMMAND -; adding damping will keep the top block from moving away from the lower block while
cycling
damping local = 0.1
;fix shake table block so that only centroid loading occurs
fix range yrange (1.0, 1.1)
;apply load with horizontal gravity component. UDEC automatically applies force at
centroid
set gravity = 1.70 -9.81
cycle time 0.5
; --- STEP 3C (Scenario 2): LOADING BOTTOM BLOCK --;Adding damping will keep the top block from moving away from the lower block while
cycling
damping local = 0.1
;Apply loading conditions (negative force for positive displacement)
load xload -100 range yrange (1.0, 1.1)
cycle time 0.5
;Plot velocity vectors to see movement
; --- STEP 4: HISTORY WRITING --;NEW CODE: Write histories
Hist write 1 vs. time skip 10 table 1
Hist write 2 vs. time skip 10 table 2
Hist write 3 vs. time skip 10 table 3
Hist write 4 vs. time skip 10 table 4
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Hist write 5 vs. time skip 10 table 5
Hist write 6 vs. time skip 10 table 6
;Creating one file with multiple data sets
Def make_array
array lister(1)
end
make_array

Def out_tab
n = table_size(1)
ff = 'UDEC Data_Block # Bott or Top loading_ADD TRIAL RUN HERE.his'
;Filename, adjust as needed
oo = open( ff , 1 , 1)

;header lines in file
lister(1) = 'Trial # CHANGE NUMBER IN EXCEL FILE'
oo = write(lister,1)
lister(1) = 'columns: time hist1 hist2 hist3 hist4 hist5 hist6'
oo = write(lister,1)

;Lines of data. Unclear what maximum length of the line is
loop i (1,n)
line = string(xtable(1,i))
line = line+' '+string(ytable(1,i))
line = line+' '+string(ytable(2,i))
line = line+' '+string(ytable(3,i))
line = line+' '+string(ytable(4,i))
line = line+' '+string(ytable(5,i))
line = line+' '+string(ytable(6,i))
lister(1) = line
oo = write(lister,1)
end_loop
oo = close
end
out_tab
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12.2. FISH Functions
FISH Function Name: FindBlocks
Function described below tells UDEC to record velocity information and where to collect
from.
def FindBlocks
iab_block = b_near(1.5,1.23)
iab_table = b_near(1.5,1.05)
iab_block = b_near(1.5,1.27)
iab_table = b_near(1.5,1.05)
iab_block = b_near(1.5,1.325)
iab_table = b_near(1.5,1.05)
end
FindBlocks
;Need to copy "block.fin" from Itasca folder to working folder for this to work
call block.fin
def centroid_xvel_block
centroid_xvel_block = b_xvel(iab_block)
end
def centroid_yvel_block
centroid_yvel_block = b_yvel(iab_block)
end
def centroid_rvel_block
centroid_rvel_block = b_rvel(iab_block)
end
def centroid_xvel_table
centroid_xvel_table = b_xvel(iab_table)
end
def centroid_yvel_table
centroid_yvel_table = b_yvel(iab_table)
end
def centroid_rvel_table
centroid_rvel_table = b_rvel(iab_table)
end
;Histories recorded and labeled in sequential order (1, 2, 3, etc)
history centroid_xvel_block
history centroid_yvel_block
history centroid_rvel_block
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history centroid_xvel_table
history centroid_yvel_table
history centroid_rvel_table

FISH Function Name: make_array
Function described below arranges data collected from FindBlocks function and
organizes it in a spreadsheet.
Def make_array
array lister(1)
end
make_array

Def out_tab
n = table_size(1)
ff = 'UDEC Data_Block # Bott or Top loading_ADD TRIAL RUN HERE.his'
;Filename, adjust as needed
oo = open( ff , 1 , 1)

;header lines in file
lister(1) = 'Trial # CHANGE NUMBER IN EXCEL FILE'
oo = write(lister,1)
lister(1) = 'columns: time hist1 hist2 hist3 hist4 hist5 hist6'
oo = write(lister,1)

;Lines of data. Unclear what maximum length of the line is
loop i (1,n)
line = string(xtable(1,i))
line = line+' '+string(ytable(1,i))
line = line+' '+string(ytable(2,i))
line = line+' '+string(ytable(3,i))
line = line+' '+string(ytable(4,i))
line = line+' '+string(ytable(5,i))
line = line+' '+string(ytable(6,i))
lister(1) = line
oo = write(lister,1)
end_loop
oo = close
end
out_tab
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2
1.0

Scope
This document is a written procedure detailing the operation of the Shake Table located in
the Mining and Geology Building, room 002 (MG002) on the Montana Tech campus.

Figure 1 – Shake Table setup in MG 002
2.0

Definitions
2.1
Shake Table: A device for single-axis shaking of scaled structural models, slopes or
building components with a wide range of simulated ground motions, including
reproductions of recorded earthquakes time-histories. To produce the shaking, the
machine responds to a computer program, which inputs the shaking data and uses
accelerometers to collect the output of the Shake Table. Data from the table returns to
the computer allowing for further analysis.

Figure 2 – Experiment setup on Shake Table
2.2

MT Earthquake Main.vi: A data acquisition application created with LabVIEW that
automates experiments on a large vibration stage. MT Earthquake Main.vi acquires
analog data on up to 32 channels, outputs an arbitrary waveform on one analog out

3
(AO) channel to the vibration system, and acquires images at 340 fps on a Basler
camera. The design’s core functionality involves configuring data acquisition and
analog out, outputting and acquiring data, logging data to disk, and displaying data.

Figure 3 – Software Icon

Figure 4 – Software user interface;
EQ Monitoring main screen (left) and configuration setup (right)

2.3

DAQ System (Data Acquisition System): The process of
measuring an electrical or physical phenomenon such as
voltage, current, temperature, pressure, or sound with a
computer. A DAQ system consists of sensors, DAQ
measurement software, and a computer with programmable
software. The DAQ system associated with the Shake Table
acquires data at 800 sps.

2.4

Accelerometer: An instrument for measuring acceleration [G].
The accelerometers used in this system are piezoelectric from
Dytran Instruments, Inc (https://www.dytran.com/).

Figure 5 – DAQ system with BNC cables
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3.0

Principles and Applications
3.1
Principles Section for SOP’s: The basic principles of interest in the procedures
include:
3.1.1 Physically starting the Shake Table,
3.1.2 Opening the MT Earthquake Main.vi software, and
3.1.3 Properly performing one of three available experiments with the Shake Table
software.
3.2

Application Section for SOP’s
3.2.1

3.2.2
4.0

The Shake Table can be used to replicate real-time histories of earthquakes or
apply simple sinusoidal functions to determine the behavior of blocks or
various structures placed on the table. In order to determine the movement of
the blocks on the table, accelerometers are applied and data is collected
through the DAQ system.
Currently, the Shake Table is only able to apply single-axis motion, but has
the capability to apply bi-directional motions.

Materials
4.1

Materials Sections
4.1.1

The breaker and control panels used to turn on the Shake Table are towards
the west.
4.1.2 The DAQ system and computer containing all of the hard-and software
necessary for the operation of the Shake Table is located towards the
southeast.
4.1.3 Accelerometers:
4.1.3.1.
Dytran series 3202A2 (industrial accelerometer, 100mV/g
sensitivity): https://www.dytran.com/Model-3202A-Industrial-AccelerometerP1628/
4.1.3.2.
Dytran series 3166B1 (industrial accelerometer, 500mV/g
sensitivity): https://www.dytran.com/product-details.php?cid=&pid=414
4.1.3.3.
Dytran series 3055D3T (general purpose accelerometer, 500mV/g
sensitivity): https://www.dytran.com/Model-3055D1-General-PurposeAccelerometer-P3230/

Figure 6 – Dytran accelerometers series 3202, 3166, and 3055 (left to right)
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4.1.4

Basler acA2000 – 340kc high-speed camera

Figure 7 – High-speed camera on tripod mount
4.1.5

Prefabricated, multi-length BNC cables (black)

Figure 8 – BNC cables
4.1.6

Foam padding, egg crate style, black, 8 – 12x12 inch squares

Figure 9 – Foam padding
5.0

Safety
5.1
Procedure Safety
5.1.1
5.1.2

5.1.3

Operation of the Shake Table is limited to trained personnel only.
Before operating the Shake Table, the surrounding area must be clear.
Personnel, equipment, cables, or other objects near the moving table must be
moved out of the way.
Perform a trial run without any objects on the Shake Table. Before starting the
MT Earthquake Main.vi software, ensure the input parameters, vibration
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5.1.4
5.1.5
5.1.6

profile, or scaling factors are correct to avoid chaotic motions, which can
affect the performance of the Shake Table.
During operation of the Shake Table, the 3ft x 5ft table moves in the northsouth direction. Be aware of moving parts as they can be dangerous.
Do not attempt to touch the table or grab any equipment on the table while it
is in motion.
In the case of an emergency, safely stop the experiment using the stop button
on the software, the E-stop on the control panel, or the red emergency stop
button on the control box in the northwest corner of the room.

Figure 10 – Control panel buttons (left) and emergency button with 17-ft-long cable (right)
5.1.6.1.

Emergency Evacuation Assembly Area 3 (west of ELC).

You

Figure 11 – Emergency evacuation plan
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6.0

Equipment and Calibration
6.1
Equipment – Shake Table
6.1.1
6.1.2

3ft x 5ft x 1in thick aluminum table
Steel foundation with greased rollers attached to concrete block located in
building crawl space
6.1.2.1.
Consult with lab technician how frequently they should be greased
6.1.3 Dytran accelerometers (refer to Figure 6)
6.2

Equipment – Software: MT Earthquake Main.vi
6.2.1
6.2.2
6.2.3
6.2.4
6.2.5
6.2.6
6.2.7

6.3

NI PCI-6229 data acquisition board
NI PCIe-1433 framegrabber board
Basler acA2000-340kc high speed camera
Cabling and other external equipment as required
Windows 7 PC
NI Vision Acquisition System
NI Vision Module

Calibration
6.3.1 Shake Table does not have a calibration certificate from manufacturer.
6.3.1.1.
Professor Peter Lucon and graduate student, Sara Magallón,
conducted in-house calibration experiments (refer to excel file named: “Shake
Table Voltage to Displacement Calibration_PL_SM” created 11/2018 and
MathCAD file named: “Shaker_Model_r01” created 11/2018).
6.3.1.2.
Calibrations have not been verified.
6.3.2

MT Earthquake Main.vi software does not have calibration certificate from
programmer.
6.3.2.1.
LabVIEW code is not available for verification of code and
low/high-pass filters applied to the DAQ.
6.3.2.2.
Refer to word document named “MT Earthquake Monitor
Software Design Doc” by Chris Clark, created 4/2016 for additional
information regarding the computer software.

6.3.3

Dytran accelerometers are calibrated in accordance with ISO/IEC 17025,
ANSI/NCSL Z540-1-1944, ISO 10012-1 and are NIST traceable. Calibration
certificates are available.
6.3.3.1.
Accelerometers with S/N’s 5765, 5820, and 26430 have additional
low frequency calibrations, down to 2Hz.
6.3.3.2.
Accelerometers do not need to be calibrated again unless they are
dropped or damaged.
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7.0

Procedure
7.1
Procedural Steps in the SOP
7.1.1
7.1.2

Turn on computer
Activate Shake Table by moving switch labeled “135” in Breaker Panel from
left (off) to right (on)

Figure 12 – Breaker panel
7.1.3

Wait about 30 seconds, then press green “Enable” button on Control Panel. A
slight buzzing sound will be heard once the table has properly been activated.

Figure 13 – Control panel
7.1.4

On PC, locate the “Earthquake Monitor_11” icon on desktop to open the
Shake Table software. Older versions of the program can be found in the
following location: C:\Program Files\MT EarthQuake Monitor

Figure 14 – Software icon
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7.1.5 Two screens will open
7.1.5.1.
Main screen. Hovering over various parameters may activate
pop-up text explaining what it does.

Figure 15 – Main screen of software
1
1
1. Test Name: choose desired test name.
2. Frames: default 340 frames per second7. 9
3. steep the filter is. A value of 2 is 4.
3. Low pass1filter order: a digital filter that indicates how
1
shallow, a value
0 of 6 is steep. There. will be a smaller phase shift with shallow filters. By
.
default use -1 which turns off the filter and is typically used with sine functions (modify
5.
2 real-time histories).
1
when using
.
4. Low cutoff freq. Hz: digital filter, default 200,
1 especially when using sine functions
5
.
1.
(modified when using real-time histories)
5
6
5. Sine Output: can choose input function
needing a time history
52. without
8
7
a. a. Click
to turn ON, then useb.white box parameters to develop sine wave
a.
b. Sine Frequency, Hz: integers
starting at 1.
c. only,
.
.
c. Sine Amplitude, V: max
+/10V
(max
displacement of table)
3
6. Vibration Profile:
4
1
a. Click to turn ON,
this
requires the use of a “Vibration Profile File” (either
.
one created by user or. a real-time history).
6.
b. Vibration Profile File: navigate through this to find the profile to be
implemented. ONLY “.txt” files will work with the “Vibration Profile”. Make sure to
convert excel files into “.txt” format.
7. Set Analog Out Level: click to turn ON, use “Analog Out Level, V” (section 8.) to
manually input desired voltage. Will hold that voltage until changed.
a. If table does not return to starting position, use this shortcut by adding 0V to
return to starting position.

1
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8. Analog Out Level, V or unitless: when using the “Set Analog Out Level” function, this will
operate in voltage. When using the “Vibration Profile” function, this is a unitless scaling
factor (i.e. if input vibration profile is a 1V step function, applying 2 in this box will double
the voltage and create a 2V profile).
9. Save Data: click to activate yellow light, which indicates that data will be saved.
10. Start Data Acquisition: manually turn on data acquisition, will show DAQ channels on plot.
11. Start Image Acquisition: manually start camera recording.
12. Start Analog Output: manually start “Analog Output” profile
13. Start Test: starts 10 through 12 at the same time*
14. E-Stop: manually stop program
15. Voltage_#: data channels previously programmed using the NI MAX. These channels show
the input function and accelerometer data. To turn off, right click and deselect “Plot Visible”.
16. X-axis: shows time
17. Y-axis: auto adjusts, shows amplitude in V and acceleration in G’s. Can lock scale from
readjusting by right clicking on the y-axis and deselecting “Autoscale Y”.
* ”Start Test” does not technically start everything at the same time. Timestamp on data
collected is different from timestamp on images.
7.1.5.2. Configuration screen

Figure 16 – Configuration screen of software
1. Save and Reload Settings: if changes are made to anything on this screen, MAKE SURE
to click this button to SAVE settings. Settings will remain the same after closing program
8
and are only changed after this button is clicked.
2. Analog Voltage Acquisition Task Name: default “AI 32 Channels”
.9
3. PCI-6229
Enabled: default ON (with black square) to activate
NI card in computer
2
4. AO Physical
Channel:
default
“Dev1/ao0”
3
6
. Table
5. . AO max, Volts: default 10.00, max capacity of 1Shake
6. . AO min, Volts: default -10.00, min capacity of Shake Table
.
1.
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7. AO sample rate, Sps: default 800 samples per second
8. Data Directory: where to place data files after completing experiments.
9. Image Window Open: default ON (with black square) will open second window (white)
which will show the camera recording during test.
10. Camera Name: default “Img0”
11. Camera Enabled: default OFF (no black square). The image processing takes a while so it
is best to keep the camera off until the user is ready to perform a full test. When user is
ready to perform full test, click on the camera box to enable (with black square) AND
click “Save and Reload Settings”.
7.1.6

After desired settings have been applied, profile is set, and data saving is selected, the
user is ready to run the experiment.
7.1.6.1.
Before running the experiment with data saving, camera enabled,
and structures on the table, it is recommended that the profile be run first with
a clear table and camera off to ensure the profile settings appear correct and
quicker data processing.
7.1.7 When trial run is completed and real experiment is ready to execute, press “Start Test”
and allow the profile to run in completion before doing anything else.
7.1.8 This concludes the experimental portion of the shake table. Data recording is explained in
section 8. Once all experiments have been completed, ensure the table is at its starting
position, if not use “Set Analog Out Level” shortcut (see section 7.1.5.1, part 7a).
7.1.9 To turn off Shake Table, close out of the software and turn off breaker “135” in breaker
panel.
8.0

Recording Data
8.1

After completion of the procedures, a data set is recorded. The data set consists of
5 files: test name here.avi, .csv, .tdms, .tdms_index, and .avi_ (see Figure 17).

Figure 17 – Files recorded with each experiment
8.2

The default location of the data is: C:\Users\Public\Documents\Servo Hydraulic
Solutions\MT Earthquake Monitor\DataFiles
8.2.1 Remember, the user can change the location of where data is stored, see
section 7.1.5.2, step 8: “Data Directory”.

8.3

File “.avi”
8.3.1 The “.avi” file is a video that is constructed from the individual pictures taken
by the high-speed camera. It is a slow-motion video. After performing an
experiment, most of the processing time is due to the construction of this
video.
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8.3.2

As previously mentioned in section 7.1.5.2, step 11, keep camera disabled
until user is ready to record full test because processing time is delayed while
pictures are generated and merged to complete this video.

Figure 18 – Example of video file
8.4

File “.csv”
8.4.1 An excel data file is created containing information that includes a time
stamp, voltage of the input profile, and multiple columns corresponding to the
various channels on the DAQ system that have accelerometers associated to
them (see Figure 19). Data is recorded on all channels because noise is
recorded even when the channel is not setup to receive data. Therefore, only
use channels that have been properly calibrated for the attached device.

Figure 19 – Example of excel data set
8.5

File “.tdms”
8.5.1 A TDMS file is a data file saved in the National Instruments (NI) Technical
Data Management Streaming (TDMS) format. It contains simulation or
measurement data recorded by National Instruments software, such as
LabVIEW and DIAdem.
8.5.2

8.6

To open these types of files: Use 'Open with>>Excel Importer' or double-click
from Windows Explorer to open a TDM/TDMS file in Excel. Use VBA and
the TDM Excel Add-In COM-API to automate loading of TDM and TDMS
files into Excel (National Instruments 2019, 11.1.2).
File “.tdms_index”
8.6.1 TDMS files also automatically generate a complimentary *.tdms_index file.
This file provides consolidated information on all the attributes and pointers in
the bulk data file that drastically speeds up read access to the data on larger
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8.7

data sets. This index file is not required for storage or distribution and
automatically regenerates (National Instruments 2019, 11.1.3).
Folder “.avi_”
8.7.1 The “.avi_” folder is where all the high-speed camera photos are stored. They
are titled with a timestamp, as shown in Figure 20. These are the images that
are merged to make the slow-motion video.
8.7.1.1.
Be aware that the timestamp of these images DO NOT match the
timestamp in the excel file.

Figure 20 – Example of high-speed camera photos
9.0

Uncertainty
9.1

9.2

10.0

The Shake Table does not have proper calibration certificates from the manufacturer.
All calibrations were performed in-house as best as possible. The calibrations
available ONLY apply to the CURRENT setup. If any changes are made to the Shake
Table system, then calibrations will no longer be valid.
The uncertainty of the Shake Table cannot be quantified. The user must be aware that
all values obtained from the table should be reviewed before using in further research.
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